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Executive Summary
The work package 4 of the project MAGNETO is dedicated to establishing a toolbox for the processing of
semantic information within the MAGNETO project. This processing consists in analyzing and fusing
information in order to help LEAs aggregate information from different knowledge bases and find
criminal evidence to be used in court.
This current deliverable 4.1 specifies the design of the semantic reasoning, processing and fusion tools
that will be developed as part of following deliverables. As such, it combines the first results of the task
4.1 “Semantic Information Processing” and the task 4.2 “High Level Information Fusion”.
Following up on the MAGNETO Common representational model which was introduced in the
deliverable 2.2, the first stage of this work is the definition of the Semantic Data Model (which is
presented in Section 2 of this deliverable). This is centered on detailing the MAGNETO ontology. The
first step of this is an overview of ontological engineering, detailing how an ontology model is a
formalization of a conceptualization, and how to develop an ontology based on the relevant data and its
semantic concepts. Knowledge representation as a field is then presented and can be used to model
uncertainty.
In order to cover the various resources and use cases presented in Deliverable 2.1, the MAGNETO
knowledge model is event-based with several modular connected ontologies to cover the different
relevant forensic concepts. There are three levels of representation of knowledge in this framework
from the upper level general event concepts to the low-level supportive taxonomies. The core of the
model is in the mid-level of the ontology which contains the concepts used to model an event, such as
for example Event, Evidence or Entity.
With the MAGNETO ontology defined, the next step is the central task of elaborating dedicated
processing tools (which is done in Sections 3 and 4). These tools need to be able to provide advanced
inferring capabilities through reasoners on the ontology, but also fusion tools dedicated to the
MAGNETO knowledge base.
First-order logic can normally be used to derive information from an existing knowledge database such
as MAGNETO, but the uncertainty tied to forensic data in the MAGNETO ontology requires a more
flexible approach. A Probabilistic Reasoning tool based on Markov Logic Networks will provide the
flexibility required by means of introducing probabilities to possible states of the knowledge database.
The implementation of this is discussed in Section 3.1.
In view of establishing the MAGNETO toolbox, logical reasoners are listed and reviewed from the
perspective of the MAGNETO ontology in Section 3.2. RDF data stores are discussed, along with
reasoners which are supported by the SPARQL development technology Jena.
The information in the MAGNETO ontology may come from multiple different sources, with possible
redundancy. Information fusion is then a critical tool to be able to increase the quality level of the
MAGNETO ontology and therefor facilitate the work of LEAs. Several high level information fusion tools
H2020-SEC-12-FCT-2017-786629 MAGNETO Project
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are introduced in Section 4, each having a distinct approach and a specific application in mind within the
MAGNETO knowledge database. Machine learning based fusion and Graph based fusion will each be
considered for their respective use on the MAGNETO knowledge database.
Person fusion is the first requirement in order to identify uniquely people in the knowledge database. A
Machine Learning based tool will be used for this. It will be based on the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm
and is discussed in Section 4.1.
Event information fusion will be covered by another Machine Learning based tool introduced in Section
4.3. After some preprocessing, this semantic fusion will do information classification using various
training and prediction strategies, namely Clustering, Decision Trees and Random Forests algorithms.
In order to use Graph based tools within this project, an ontology to conceptual graph converter is
needed and introduced in Section 3.3. This conversion will be adapted to the MAGNETO ontology, with
an example of interest being the concept of trajectories and how to convert them to conceptual graphs.
The Graph Based Semantic Information Fusion will provide another way to fuse information based on
graph isomorphism algorithms, and is presented in Section 4.2. In order to be parametrized for the
MAGNETO context, this fusion will require fusion operators to be defined. Two applications in particular
which can benefit from graph based fusion are discussed, Event fusion and Trajectory Fusion.
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1. Introduction
In order to produce court-proof evidence for the LEA’s criminal investigation actions, MAGNETO has the
ambition to collect and unify different evidence data sources, such as video, audio, text/documents,
social media and Web data, telecom data, surveillance systems data, police databases, etc., providing a
common representation model for internal data representation. This unified data model is placed in the
MAGNETO ontology that enables joint exploration and exploitation of the multiple diverse data sources,
allowing the anticipation and prediction of the future trends (e.g. threats) and establishing the ground
for reasoning and cognition (operational and situational awareness).
The toolbox of the advanced semantic reasoning services presented in the current deliverable D4.1
“Semantic Reasoning and Information Fusion Tools” is specifically tailored for the five use-cases
documented in the D2.1 deliverable “Requirements and Use Cases” [27]. It enables a computable
framework for systems to deal with knowledge in a formalized manner, allowing navigation through the
different pieces of data and discovery of relations and correlations among them, thus broadening the
spectrum of knowledge capabilities for the LEAs.

1.1

Motivation

The current deliverable D4.1 “Semantic Reasoning and Information Fusion Tools” specifies the design of
the semantic reasoning, processing and fusion tools that will be later developed in order to explore the
data stored in the MAGNETO ontology and to find criminal evidence to be used in court or security
incident evolution trends. In particular, this report introduces the design of the MAGNETO ontology built
on data extracted from different sources available in work package WP3 and a collection of semantic
reasoning and fusion modules that constitute the semantic services toolkit.

1.2

Intended Audience

This deliverable is a report produced for all the members of the MAGNETO project. Specifically, the
results of this report are addressed to the following audience:
•
•
•

1.3

LEA partners, as end users of the semantic processing, reasoning and fusion tools,
the MAGNETO project researchers and developers, who will provide technical solutions,
DevOps engineers and IT professionals managing IT infrastructures.

Scope

The current deliverable D4.1 “Semantic Reasoning and Information Fusion Tools” combines the
outcomes of the tasks T4.1 “Semantic Information Processing” and T4.2 “High Level Information Fusion”
of the work package WP4 “Advanced Semantic Reasoning”.
The task T4.1 “Semantic Information Processing” provides the construction of the MAGNETO ontology in
which semantic concepts, their interrelations and deeper meaning are made explicit. Furthermore, it
offers a collection of tools conceived to process and reason on top of semantic information, allowing the
navigation and the discovery of correlations not initially foreseen. The semantic modules that are
proposed as part of this task are:
H2020-SEC-12-FCT-2017-786629 MAGNETO Project
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•
•
•
•

Knowledge modeling toolkit for the semantic representation of the MAGNETO ontology
Probabilistic reasoning based on Markov Logic Networks
Logical reasoning
Ontology to conceptual graph convertor

The task T4.2 “High Level Information Fusion” specifies a collection of semantic fusion tools, employing
different technical solutions based on graph representations and machine learning techniques. This task
encompasses the MAGNETO ontology made available as part of the task T4.1 and offers its fused output
to be exploited by other semantic modules in the same work package as well as in work package WP5.
The semantic modules that are proposed as part of this task are:
•
•
•
•

Machine learning based person fusion
Graph based event fusion
Graph based trajectory fusion
Machine learning based event information fusion

This document is organized respectively to cover all mentioned aspects and processes towards a
complex and effective semantic services toolbox.

1.4

Relation to Other Deliverables

MAGNETO’s common representational model was first introduced in the D2.2 deliverable “System
Architecture, Data Modelling and Interfaces” [29], where an initial effort was made to semantically
describe some selected MAGNETO use-cases. The design of the MAGNETO ontology presented in
section 2.2 is constructed on the findings reported in the D2.2 deliverable [29] and goes one step
beyond by defining the specific semantic concepts and relations needed to model MAGNETO’s
specifications.
Moreover, the description of the semantic processing tools (see section 3) and those of the information
fusion tools (see section 4) include their internal interface specifications. These were first introduced in
the D2.2 deliverable “System Architecture, Data Modelling and Interfaces” [29] and some of them have
been updated since in order to reflect the current, more mature view of the partners on the MAGNETO
ecosystem.
The current deliverable D4.1 “Semantic Reasoning and Information Fusion Tools” represents the first
iteration of the design of the semantic reasoning, processing and fusion tools. Later on, these tools will
be developed and released in preliminary and final versions as part of the deliverables D4.2 and D4.3
“Discovery Analytics and Threat Prediction Engine”.

H2020-SEC-12-FCT-2017-786629 MAGNETO Project
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2. Semantic Data Model
2.1

Overview of Ontology Engineering

This section provides detailed analysis of the latest ontology engineering approaches and solutions
adopted for the development of the MAGNETO ontology. A well-known definition of an ontology model
is the “formalisation of a conceptualisation”. Conceptualization plays the role of a backbone of the
conceptual structure of the world of interest and this is strictly connected with the definition of ontology
modeling. In fact, from an artificial intelligence (AI) point of view, ontology is defined as “explicit
specification of conceptualization” which is widely accepted in AI community where “Conceptualization”
should be interpreted as “intentional” rather than “extensional” operation. However due to the ever
growing interest among researchers to represent information using ontology, there is not a wide
agreement among the formalization of the multimedia concepts. While such an impact is minimal in
general ontologies, their effect is magnified while defining domain ontology. Therefore, in order to
eliminate the terminological ambiguity, the domain ontology concepts need to be aligned with the
terminology of a foundational ontology. Such a process will facilitate mutual understanding and
interoperability among people and machines. In this regard, several efforts have been taken by
researches in defining the foundational ontologies, such as BFO1, SUMO2, UFO3, DOLCE4, to name a few.
An ontology consists of concepts, hierarchical (is-a) organization of them, relations among them (in
addition to is-a and part-of), axioms to formalize the definitions and relations. Other definitions of what
is ontology modeling/engineering can be summarized as follows:
1. In philosophy, ontology means theory of existence, so ontology modeling is the process used to
explain what is a being and how we can introduce a system of critical categories to account for
things and their intrinsic relations within the world.
2. From a knowledge-based systems point of view, ontology is defined as “a theory (system) of
concepts/ vocabulary used as building blocks for an information processing system”. In a context
of problem solving, ontology modeling is divided into two types: task modeling for problem
solving process and domain modeling for the domain where the task is performed.
Ontology is a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization where, conceptualization is an
abstract, simplified view of the world that describes the objects, concepts and other entities, existing in
a domain along with their relationships. One of the most critical contributions of an ontology is its ability
for providing the higher level distinction of concepts which help understand systematically and
consistently the lower level details with domain concepts which is hard to obtain without ontological
ways of thinking [1]. Ontology modeling is a kind of design activity, which necessarily has some design
rationale that largely influences the resulting ontology. In other words, no ontology can be free from
some assumption and/or designers standpoint. One of the difficulties in understanding ontology
1

http://basic-formal-ontology.org
http://www.adampease.org/OP/
3
https://ontology.com.br
4
http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/old/DOLCE.html
2
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research is the definition of each concept. A dictionary consists of definitions of terms people use for
human consumption and basically tries to cover as many terms as possible. According to [1], ontology
research in ontological engineering is mainly concerned with something such as the following metaquestions:
•

Definition 1: Intrinsic property
The intrinsic property of a thing is a property, which is essential to the thing, and it loses its
identity when the property changes

•

Definition 2: The ontological definition of a class
A thing which is a conceptualization of a set X can be a class if and only if each element x of X
belongs to the class X if and only if the “intrinsic property” of x satisfies the condition of X.

•

Definition 3: is-a relation
This definition holds only between classes. <Class A is-a class B> holds if and only if the instance
set of A is a subset of the instance set of B. These definitions show that is-a relation used in
object-oriented languages is very different from this ontological one, which does not allow
people to build a model. The skeleton of ontology is an is-a hierarchy. Its appropriateness is
critical in the success of ontology building.

•

<physical object is-a amount of matter>
It is true that any physical object is made from matter. However, identity criteria of these are
different. Matter of some amount is still the same matter after it is divided into half, while most
physical objects lose their identity by such division. Therefore, a physical object cannot be a
subclass of amount of matter, since it contradicts with the principle of identity criterion
preservation in an is-a hierarchy.

•

<association is-a group (of persons)>
The reason is the same as the above. An association can still be the same after some members
are changed, while a group is not, since the identity of a group (of persons) is totally based on its
members.

•

<human is-a physical object> and <human is-a living thing>
This is an example of multiple inheritances, which causes a trouble when considering instance
extinction. A human loses his/her existence and hence he/she cannot be an instance of human
when he/she dies, while his/her body still exists as a physical object. The system needs a special
managing function of extinction of an instance for such a case together with a mechanism for
representing necessary information on identity inheritance. To avoid such a difficulty, ontology
is required to have a class human body under the physical object separately from human, which
has human body as its part, under living thing.

OntoClean [2] is a theory and a methodology for polishing up an ontological taxonomy to become
ontologically clean. In particular, OntoClean can clean up a taxonomic structure. It carefully analyses the
H2020-SEC-12-FCT-2017-786629 MAGNETO Project
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sub-sumption (is-a) relation in taxonomies in ontology and comes up with four meta-properties such as
rigidity, identity, unity, dependency. By using these metaproperties, OntoClean has some constraints
among the values to eliminate invalid combination of these properties in the sub-sumption hierarchy.
In OntoClean, a term “property” is used to mean a predicate to characterize a thing. Examples of
property include Person, Student, Hard, Red, etc. A property is said to be rigid if and only if it is essential
to all its instances.
For example, being a person is rigid because any person is a person throughout his/her existence in the
real world.
Rigid property corresponds to the intrinsic property discussed above. A property is said to be anti-rigid if
and only if it is non-essential to all its instances. Being a student is anti-rigid because there is no one
whose essential property is being a student. A property is said to be non-rigid if and only if it is essential
to some instances and not to others. Because being hard is essential to a hammer, but not to a sponge,
“Being hard” is non-rigid. Identity plays a critical role in organizing a proper taxonomy. For example,
time duration and time interval are different. Two-time intervals of 9:00-10:00 of December 14 and
13:00-14:00 of the same day are different, though these two are the same as time duration.
Identity criterion (IC) is a condition which provides a necessary condition for identify a thing. Metaproperty concerning identity is defined as whether a property carries IC or not and whether a property
supplies IC or not. For example, Person carries and supplies IC, while Student only carries IC. In a similar
way, it defines unity condition and dependency to obtain a new meta-property. Following sub-sumption
constraints such as rigid property cannot subsume anti-rigid property
2.1.1 Ontological Distinctions
There are number of ontological distinctions describing different attributes used in Ontologies [3].
•

Substrate and entity
Space and time are indispensable for things to exist in the world, while these two can exist
independently of each other. Such dependency is essential and differentiates from each other.
Matters are less basic than the other two, but it still is very substrate-like because every physical
individual is made from matter.

•

Individual and attribute
Any individual cannot exist without an attribute, that is, anything has necessarily at least one
attribute (color, mass, size, etc.). At the same time, any attribute cannot exist alone. It
necessarily needs an individual to associate it with. Thus, both an individual and an attribute are
inherently dependent on each other and cannot be separated. Such a deep mutual
independence is an essential structure of being: object vs. process, which will be discussed later,
matter vs. physical object is an example.
Concerning attribute, it is necessary for us to have a clear understanding of what it means. There
is a confusing concept: property. How are attribute and property different? To be clearer, let us
use an example. Our goal is to properly understand concepts related to these two terms. Any
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individual has color and an individual’s color might be red. Then, what are the concepts
corresponding to color and being red? Apparently, each of these both requires their own
category name. It is better to specify the former as attribute and the latter as property because
the term attribute cannot be used for the latter. In short, property is an abstraction of an
individual’s having the value of an attribute.

5
6

•

Physical and abstract
A physical object is something, which needs time or space to exist while an abstract object does
not exist at any specific time or place. There is nothing that requires space but does not require
time to exist. Although this definition is simple and effective, it is still controversial, since a
concept like “his hope to success” becomes a physical thing that looks abstract following
common sense. However resolution of this is not hard because it is a terminological problem.
People use the term physical and abstract without definition, that is, without fully knowing what
these two terms mean. Based on the idea that ontology is terminology-independent, a
resolution of this difficulty is not to use the terms physical and abstract. Instead, two concepts
such as time-dependent thing and time-space independent thing are sufficient5. Furthermore,
the former could be decomposed further to come up with time-space dependent thing, which
corresponds to physical thing in common sense and time-dependent, but space-independent
thing.

•

Continuant (Object) vs. Occurrent (Process)
This is one of the most controversial issues and has a long history of discussion6. It is sometimes
called 3D model vs. 4D model. Common sense is based on 3D model, which consists of the 3D
Euclidean space with time. People think there are objects, which exist quite long time in a stable
manner and processes, which are time-dependent things. In ontology research, an object is
defined as a thing all of whose parts exist at a time, while process is defined as a thing which has
temporal parts such as the initial phase of burning, terminal phase of burning, etc. The problem
is that everything in the world is changing. A person is changing. Reflecting this fact, in the 4D
model, which consists of 4-dimensional space in which time is dealt with just a fourth
dimension, a person is modelled as a process, that is, it has temporal parts like a process. A
person at time t1 and the same person at time t2 are different objects in the 4D model. A
person is modelled as the trajectory of these temporal parts. As we discussed this issue in Part 2,
the key difference between the two models is how to recognize identity of an object. 3D
ontology admits the two categories: object and process and recognizes the identity of an object,
while 4D ontology admits only process and identifies an object as its trajectory in the 4D space
because it understands everything is changing. The key issue here is how to differentiate the
two: Continuant (Object) and Occurrent (Process).

http://www.opencyc.org/
http://ontology.teknowledge.com:8080/rsigma/dialog-3d-4d.html
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•

Entity and relation
Relation is usually considered as abstract. But it is not true, though it is something in the higher
order than an entity; entities first exist and relations are something found between entities. An
example is the marital-relation with Mr. A and Ms. B, which is time-dependent and hence
cannot be abstract. Although it is intangible, it exists in the time frame of the real world. People
sometimes confuse relation as formalism with relation as an existing thing. Typical examples are
action and attribute which are sometimes formalized as a relation because an action is often
formalized as one between an actor and an object and an attribute as one between an object
and a value. But, of course, they are not relations. They are intrinsically independent categories
included in ontology. Friendship between persons, marital relation, part-whole relation, etc.
exists in the world.

•

Representation and non-representation
Representation and symbols are usually dealt with in the semiotics rather than in ontology.
However, from the real-world modeling point of view, which is the major use of ontological
engineering, we need to deal with representation in our ontology. For example, music, novels,
text, symbols and so on exist in the real world. Representation and non-representation (object,
process, relation, attribute, etc.) are very different from each other. For the representation, it is
not easy to identify what an instance is. For example, what an instance of a piece of music is
needs some consideration.

2.1.2 Data, Information and Knowledge Representation
Data, information and knowledge are Roles played by a representation (proposition). The following is
the explanation to this hypothesis.
•

Data: A representation as an operand of “to process”
A representation becomes data when it is or is supposed to be an operand of a verb “process”. A
person’s name is a bare representation when it is not an operand of “to process” but it is data
when it is processed or it is supposed to be processed.

•

Information: A representation as an operand of “to inform”
Although it becomes data when it is processed, there is an exceptional processing, that is, to
inform. A representation becomes information when it is or is supposed to be an operand of a
verb “inform”. In short, a piece of information is an informed representation. This definition
implies that information, as a role is person-dependent, while data is person-independent. That
is, data is data regardless of if a person is interested in it or not, if a person knows it or not, etc.
Data as a role can be considered as objective in this sense. On the other hand, information is
different. It is necessarily related to a person who informed it or a person who is informed of it.
A representation becomes information when it is supposed to be informed and is independent
of its usefulness; e.g., “I have very important information” which apparently assumes to inform
someone of it, “the information was useless”, etc.
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•

Knowledge: A representation as an operand of “to know”
A representation becomes knowledge when it is or is supposed to be known by a person.
Possible counterarguments against this definition might be: “No, knowledge is nothing if it is not
used by the person who possesses it. It is something that is effectively used to solve a problem”.
Such properties of “knowledge” are not possessed by the thing itself but imposed by “to know”.

2.1.3 Representation and Instances
Ontology is a theory of concepts, which explain the target world. Therefore, it is inherently outside the
world and hence the class definition is not an ordinary representation. It is analogous to the fact that
any theory cannot include itself as an object to explain by itself. The process of an ontology building is a
kind of normal process and the source code representation of the ontology is a kind of representation.
However, once the representation is used as ontology, it goes to the meta-world (outer world) to
explain the real world. This separation is critical to avoid the common confusion as follows:
A class definition of a concept is a specification of all of its instances and it is a representation.
Therefore, the relationship between a piece of music and the sound produced and that between
class and its instance are identical. That is, the former is a specification representation and the
latter is its realization. Therefore, a piece of music is a class and the sound you hear is its
instance.
It is important to clearly distinguish between a representation and a represented thing. Any
representation is not embodied unless it becomes a represented thing. A sentence “This is a book” is a
representation in the form on natural language (English) and what you see is its printed realization on a
sheet of paper which is a represented thing. This model enables to deal with “copy” of representation.
The copied stuff is what is on the representation medium. Copying is just a generation of the same
representation on a different medium. In fact, a novel, say, Tale of Genji, exists in the form of a book. A
book is physically a 3D thing with the logical structure of chapter, section, etc. and with the content
composed of a representation in terms of natural language/images.
2.1.4 Ontology Development
In order to implement and maintain a domain-oriented knowledge representation system, it is
necessary to consider the types of data used by the user and how these data are modelled in the
knowledge space. Therefore, proper identification of classes is critical. It is correct to say that ontology
should not be dependent on its use because it necessarily specifies things in the target world
objectively. It is also true that useful ontologies are those designed to reflect its purpose. The problem is
to find a compromise between the two views on ontology. In our defined domain, we usually refer to
criminal law definitions for defining our domain knowledge. Ontology is a formal explicit specification of
a shared conceptualization where, conceptualization is an abstract, simplified view of the world that
describes the objects, concepts and other entities, existing in a domain along with their relationships [4]
[5]. Gonzales [6] analyses the terminologies in the definition and expresses that formal is an abstract
model of portion of the world; explicit specification signifies that the constructed ontology must be
machine readable and understandable; shared implies consensus of the community towards the
ontology that have been built and conceptualization is expressed in terms of the concepts and the
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properties of the ontology. Ontology provides a common understanding of specific domains that can be
communicated between people and application systems.
Ontology represents a way to formally specify the knowledge related to a specific domain by means of
multimedia documents
• they are able to model a domain knowledge exploiting low-level features, structure, semantic
concepts of multimedia data and the related relationships
• usually low-level features are machine-oriented and can be automatically extracted while
semantic concepts (high-level) are manually provided and are meaningful information only in
specific domains
• ontology should allow the mapping between low-level and high-level information of multimedia
data or their parts, thus supporting a more effective retrieval
As it is shown in the Figure 1, the process useful to automatically build the graph representing image
ontology is based on a data-driven unsupervised approach and is composed by the following steps:
•

•
•
•

Definition of an initial taxonomy containing a relevant concepts’ instances hierarchy of the
considered domain, that is represented by a subset of high-level nodes (domain-oriented
approach)
Information Extraction (images and the related textual descriptions) from publicly available
image repositories
Content Based Analysis of images and textual data
Ontology Building

The process for building multimedia ontology is structured into three steps:
•
•
•

Selection of the concepts to be included in the ontology
Definition of properties and relationships for the concepts
Population and maintenance of the ontology
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Figure 1: Steps for ontology building

2.1.5 Knowledge Representation
Knowledge-representation is the field of artificial intelligence that focuses on designing computer
representations that capture information about the world that can be used to solve complex problems.
The justification for knowledge representation is that conventional procedural code is not the best
formalism to use to solve complex problems. Knowledge representation makes complex software easier
to define and maintain than procedural code and can be used in expert systems. Knowledge
representation goes hand in hand with automated reasoning because one of the main purposes of
explicitly representing knowledge is to be able to reason about that knowledge, to make inferences,
assert new knowledge, etc. Virtually all knowledge representation languages have a reasoning or
inference engine as part of the system. A key trade-off in the design of a knowledge representation
formalism is that between expressivity and practicality [7].
2.1.5.1 Logical Representation
In mathematical logic, propositional logic is the logic whose formulae are made of atomic propositions
like A, B, having always one of the values true or false, and logical connectives like negation (¬A), and
(A∧B), or (A∨B) and implication (A→B). Propositional logic is sound (only deriving correct results),
complete (able to derive any logically valid formula) and decidable (the algorithms for deciding whether
a formula is valid end in finite time). Predicate logic is the logic which adds predicates (like P(x, y)) which
represent relations, i.e. produce true or false for a combination of values of the terms x and y;
quantifiers: existential ∃ ("there exists") and universal ∀ ("for all"); and terms made of variables and
functions, like f(x), g(y ,z). Thus, predicate logic can form formulas like ∀x∃ y (P(x) →Q (f(y))). First order
predicate logic is the logic where the quantifiers can range only over elements of sets. In higher order
logics, quantifiers can range over sets, functions and other objects. So, for example, the sentence that
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"every set of real numbers has a minimum" cannot be expressed in first order logic, because the
quantification ranges over sets, not set elements. First order predicate logic is sound and complete;
however, it is not decidable. It is semi decidable, valid formulas can be proven, but non-valid formulas
may need infinite time to construct a counter-example of infinite size. There are known algorithms that
can prove valid theorems in first order predicate logic, namely the tableaux algorithm, however if the
theorem is not valid, the algorithm may not end in finite time. The ultimate knowledge representation
formalism in terms of expressive power and compactness is First Order Logic (FOL). There is no more
powerful formalism than that used by mathematicians to define general propositions about the world.
However, FOL has two drawbacks as a knowledge representation formalism: ease of use and practicality
of implementation. First order logic can be intimidating even for many software developers. Languages
which do not have the complete formal power of FOL can still provide close to the same expressive
power with a user interface that is more practical for the average developer to understand. The issue of
practicality of implementation is that FOL in some ways is too expressive. With FOL it is possible to
create statements (e.g. quantification over infinite sets) that would cause a system to never terminate if
it attempted to verify them. Thus, a subset of FOL can be both easier to use and more practical to
implement. This was a driving motivation behind rule-based expert systems. IF-THEN rules provide a
subset of FOL but a very useful one that is also very intuitive. The history of most of the early artificial
intelligence knowledge representation formalisms; from databases to semantic nets to production
systems can be viewed as various design decisions on whether to emphasize expressive power or
computability and efficiency [8].
2.1.6 Uncertainty
The real world, instead, is uncertain (some domains are uncertain by nature) and, consequently,
knowledge is characterized by uncertainty, i.e. there is a lack of certainty in assigning a true/false value
to a certain knowledge uncertainty. In the last years, some efforts have been made in representing and
reasoning with uncertainty in the Semantic Web. These works are mainly focused on how to extend the
logics behind Semantic Web languages to the probabilistic/fuzzy logics.
Uncertainty has been used in several fields within last few centuries and there is a great effort among
researches to identify the different types and dimension of uncertainty. Figure 2, illustrates the
uncertainty in a very comprehensive diagram.
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Figure 2: Uncertainty diagram

In Smithsons taxonomy [9], uncertainty is regarded as a part of Incompleteness which is product of
Errors. Fuzziness is regarded as a specific type of Vagueness. Dubois and Prade [10] distinguish the
concept of imprecision and uncertainty in a way that, imprecision relates to the content of value of
information while uncertainty relates to the truth or the confidence of information. According to Walker
[11] theory of uncertainty has three dimensions in legal fact-finding. These are linguistic, logical and
causal dimensions. These are: concept uncertainty, measurement uncertainty, calculation uncertainty,
sampling uncertainty, mathematical modeling uncertainty and causal uncertainty. Generally, uncertainty
is a cognitive process. It is appropriate to give some other perspectives from selected fields. For
example, Cosic [12] viewed uncertainty as something simply we do not know. Uncertainty is viewed as
“lack of knowledge”, “bias" and "psychological perception". There is need for formal system for dealing
with uncertainty to ensure that information is effectively used.
2.1.6.1 Fuzzy Logic
One way of dealing with vagueness is by using fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic is a logic that
emulates the human thinking, cognition and inference [Bobillo08]. Fuzzy logic is the theory of fuzzy sets,
sets that express uncertainty. Fuzzy logic is based on the concept of membership degrees. Since dealing
with precise numerical information is often inconvenient and not suitable for humans, fuzzy set theory
mimics the human perception in its application of vagueness and impreciseness to make decisions. As it
is shown in Figure 3, it was designed to mathematically represent uncertainty for dealing with the inbuilt
vagueness in some domains. Fuzzy logic is based on the mathematical concepts for depicting knowledge
based on degrees of membership. The classical logic is comprised of only two values i.e. true and false
and has its constraints in dealing with problems related to the real-world domain. Fuzzy logic uses a
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continuum of logical values between 0 and 1. It rests on the idea that things can be partly true and
partly false at the same time.

Figure 3: Fuzzy Logic diagram

2.1.6.2 Linguistic Variables and Hedges
In everyday life, natural human language comprises of the terms such as “fast”, “old” and “ugly”. Such
terms are known as the linguistic variables in the fuzzy set theory. The values of linguistic variables are
words and not numerals. The objective of using linguistic variable is to supply means of approximate
description of occurrences that are not defined accurately and precisely. Such basic terms in language
are frequently changed using adverbs and adjectives such as slow, lightly, moderately, fairly, very etc.
Such words are known as linguistic hedges. The linguistic hedges impact and modify the membership
function for the linguistic variables [13] [14].
2.1.6.3 Membership Function
The membership function defines the fuzzy set for the possible values underneath of it on the horizontal
axis. The vertical axis, on a scale of 0 to 1, provides the membership value of the height in the fuzzy set.
Membership functions for fuzzy sets can be defined in any number of ways as long as they follow the
rules of the definition of a fuzzy set. The shape of the membership function used defines the operation
and so the decision on which type to use is dependent on the purpose. The membership function choice
is the subjective aspect of fuzzy logic, it allows the desired values to be interpreted appropriately [13]
[14].
2.1.6.4 Fuzzy Ontology
The development of the knowledge representation formalism dealing with uncertainty has been
increased recently [15]. Despite the success of ontology, classical knowledge representation language
are not able to deal with vagueness or imprecision in the knowledge. Fuzzy set and fuzzy logic has been
defines as a suitable formalism to handle vagueness and imprecision in knowledge. Fuzzy ontology have
been used in several application such as information retrieval, image interpretation, semantic web and
etc. Generally, reasoning over imperfect knowledge can be done by two different approaches such as
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probabilistic approach with the capability of dealing with the uncertain nature of data and information
and fuzzy logic which is dealing with the vagueness of the concept.

2.2

MAGNETO Ontology

In MAGNETO, the knowledge modeling process is crucial to ensure the goal of developing a platform
that represents all relevant investigation elements, integrates different and heterogeneous information,
processes this information, produces recommendations and inferences and ensures a correct
interaction with the users.
In order to effectively define knowledge representation in MAGNETO, it is necessary to understand what
an investigative process is. An investigation is a complex process that involves event, person,
circumstance, various types of resources, data extracted from resources, scenarios and relations that
link all these elements. The objective of an investigation is to understand who, why, how, by what
means, when and where a crime was perpetrated in order to identify each role of all involved persons
(victim, criminal, etc.).
An investigation starts from a fact that violates the law. The fact is a crime and starting from this initial
event the investigation tries to collect information useful to understand what happened and who was
involved. The task of gathering and evaluating information must be supported by a specific data model
in order to describe all relevant aspects that the investigator could found. The MAGNETO system
represents the information and provides the design of the most important entities, like events, persons,
or objects that are recurrent into the system. An event-based model can better represent this kind of
information. This solution will result very useful to represent knowledge, especially for the end user.
The MAGNETO data model is strictly related to ontologies. This approach combined with a structure
based on hierarchical ontologies (MAGNETO knowledge model is composed of several modular
ontologies to provide semantic information at various layers) grants a great adaptability. An ontology
management application provides all functionalities needed to the correct interactions with ontologies,
supporting the entire MAGNETO platform.
2.2.1 Core Ontology
[25] describes a core ontology based on NATO standards to improve military intelligence analysis. The
main concepts of this core ontology – shown in Figure 5 – have been selected as basis of the MAGNETO
ontology:
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Figure 4: Main concepts (cf. [25]).

•

•

•

•

Equipment.
Any item of materiel used to equip a person, organization or place to fulfil its role. An
equipment may be subdivided into a number of subsidiary parts.
Organization.
An organizational entity or grouping which has a common purpose and which may have a
recognizable hierarchical structure. An organization may be an individual organization such as
an industrial company, non-governmental organization or a social grouping. An organization
may also be a terrorist or criminal grouping. An organization may be capable of being subdivided into component organizations.
Place.
This
category
encompasses
two
aspects
of
a
place.
It defines a place as: The point or area on the earth’s surface, or in space, occupied by a unit,
person or equipment and delineated by a specific set of coordinates. A place may be a natural
or a man-made feature, an area or a reference point. A place may be sub-divided into a number
of smaller places or, when the place consists of an installation, it may be sub-divided into a
number of facilities. Furthermore it describes the attributes of a place, its physical
characteristics, its function and its ability to fulfil it and the status and condition of the place.
Person.
A description of the physical characteristics and of the private and professional attributes of an
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•

individual. This will consist of, amongst other matters, details of the identification, education,
family relationships, career and individual behavior patterns of the person.
Event.
A description of an incident or occurrence of some significance. An event may consist of a
number of smaller events and is therefore capable of sub-division.

[26] uses the corresponding knowledge categories “Bios”, “Events”, “Means”, “Organizations”, and
“Sites”. They added the category “Time” which also plays a prominent role in the military intelligence
management.
Besides the main concepts described before, further top-level concepts are required. The general
concept PersonAttributes, for example, serves the purpose to describe the characteristics of a suspect or
perpetrator. (Sub-)Sub-concepts for describing details are, e.g., FingerPrint, Clothing, or Tattoos.
Lower levels of the ontology represent domain-specific concepts, e.g. Crimes, Arson, Thief, Victim,
Middleman, Witness, on the one hand, and scenario-specific concepts on the other hand, e.g.
HighSecurityLock, ArmouredCar, RealEstateInvestor, HeartAttack. Both kinds of concepts are derived
from the given use cases, described in deliverable D2.1 [27].
In the MAGNETO ontology, these concepts and their sub-concepts are manyfoldly connected among
each other by object properties, as described in the following chapters.
2.2.2 Event-based Ontology
The investigation is a complex process where details are collected and used to discover other relevant
information and to produce investigative hypotheses. This process requires a data model that is able to
support all possible scenarios. Starting from the cycle of information described by the MAGNETO
Architecture, this section aims to explain why the event-based data model meets the features that the
modeling of forensic investigation requires and how it can cover the lack of information, which
unfortunately could characterize an investigation.
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In literature, an event-based model is intended as organized around events that are linked to other
elements as resources and agents. According to the definition given by Jackson, an event is an
occurrence without duration that occurs at a point in time. Events can have participants, like human
actors, and valued properties like dates and times. Also, Events can be viewed as information objects,
with a descriptive power used to build shared action involving actors. This implies that events may play a
central role in the connection between information and activities.

Figure 5: Conceptual Event-based model

The Event-based approach has been widely applied in many fields: for example, in [17] a model for
information visualization of large data sets is described. The model adopts the idea to formalize
interesting data by the use of simple event templates, which are able to give an adaptation for visual
representation. This approach allows to reach an increase of flexibility and efficiency as well as a
simplicity of modeling for users: these types of benefits are also found in a case study about an eventbased view of modeling introduced in [18], where events define the system properties called desirable
situations.
In terms of information representation, an approach that supports the event-based modeling of
activities and information is explained in [16], also providing useful examples to discuss the capabilities
of this type of approach and to demonstrate that events can be viewed as a foundation to represent
interactions about object and participants.
In real-world application, like video analysis, it is also possible to use an event-based modeling approach
[19]. Within a long continuous video sequence, it is possible identify and handle a wide range of dynamic
events, allowing a general event-based analysis of video information. Events are used to construct a
temporal distribution, obtaining a temporal pyramid, where two events are considered similar if their
temporal direction match. The representation of knowledge includes all types of events and their
temporal dimension.
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In following paragraphs, will be described the MAGNETO event-based model.
2.2.3 Forensic Events in MAGNETO
The event represents the most important resource of forensic knowledge because, thanks to its intrinsic
nature has many characteristics that are useful to model the MAGNETO forensic domain. For example
from a forensic point of view, the following features are regarded as important:
•

•

•

•

Context: the event’s context discriminates the domain of the investigation. Usually there are a
set of predefined context specified by the MAGNETO ontology that permits the investigator to
know what is happening and having an overall view of the investigation: for example a context
can indicate that the analyzed events belong to a terrorist attack, or to a riots domain, or to a
identity crime scenario;
Category: for each context, an event can belong to a predefined set of category specified by the
MAGNETO ontology. A category is something more specific than a context: in particular, a
category identifies the criminal action, like an aggression, a sighting event, a fight and so on.
Therefore, events that belongs to different contexts can have the same categories;
Time: it provides the interval or punctual time when a criminal fact happens. Therefore, events
that belong to the same time interval or have a temporal order can have some relations
between them. Reasoning on event’s time, permits also understanding whether there are
temporal chains of events that have led to some consequences;
Space: it is very important in forensic domain specifying where something happens: a location
can be represented by a geo-spatial information and can identify the shape, namely the spatial
range of the event. Knowing the location is useful especially in combination with time
information: in fact, given time and space proximity measures between two events, it is possible
to formulate stronger hypotheses about some relationships between them. Indeed location and
time features can be exploited to discover information such the alibi of a person or to provide a
reason for suspicion of it.

Unlike events, other entities like persons, objects or evidences, do not provide these characteristics:
without time, space and category they are not able to give the necessary information about criminal
facts. However, they enrich the information around an event and to help in providing more accuracy for
inferred information.
For example, knowing that a person with given characteristics, as hair color or clothing color, was
sighted by a CCTV can help in better discriminating among other events where persons with the same
features were recognized.
Besides events are also useful for connecting entities between them: in-fact an investigator can easily
know how two entities are connected thanks to the semantic provided by the event in the middle. For
example in a fighting event that involves two persons, an investigator looking for the event, can easily
understand what happens and how to manage this relationship. Of course, it is very important that
relationships between the persons and the events should provide at least a name that specifies the role
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of the persons involved. Nevertheless, even if this information is omitted by the system, the
investigator, thanks to the event, can have sufficient degree of understanding of the criminal fact.
2.2.4 Object Properties of events
Object properties describe relationships between concepts. They are arranged hierarchically too, and
because of the inheritance inside the hierarchy, object properties of concepts also apply to their subconcepts. One of the most important relationships between objects is the “is-a”-relation, e.g. House is-a
Building is-a ArtificialObject is-a Object is-a Thing. This relationship is implicitly represented by the class
hierarchy of the MAGNETO ontology. Vice versa this design decision results in the consequence, that
each subclass added in the hierarchy has to be in a “is-a” relationship with its parent class in the class
hierarchy. The hierarchy including the “is-a” relationship may be visualized (see section 2.2.8). An
explicit example of an object property is the property isPartOfBuilding. Its domain is the concept
BuildingComponent and its range is the concept Building.
Just as concepts, object properties are arranged hierarchically. For example, the MAGNETO ontology
contains the object relation isRelatedByBirth and sub-properties isUncleOf, isChildOf, etc. The object
property isChildOf has the sub-properties isDaughterOf and isSonOf.
Events are related each other though relations that describe four relevant aspects for the investigation:
•
•
•

Time relationships;
Spatial relationships;
Causal relationships.

Time relationships aim to link events in order to define when an event occurs with respect to one other.
This type of relationships are very important because the event model provides a set of fields that allow
to specify when something happen, the duration etc. but often during an investigation it is know that an
event occurs before another but the exact time is not known. E.g. in a riots scenario an event describe
that a masked man opened fire on a shop window. It is clear that before the firing event exists another
event in which the masked man came in possession of the weapon happens, but when? The scenario
has two events described by the Figure 6:

Figure 6: Example of time relation between events

Often, the knowledge of the exact occurrence of an event is hard to discover. However, it could be
possible to know if an event occurs before or after another event. The use of time relations allows
modeling this. The time relations are also useful for inferential processes. In a riots scenario the
investigator could search in the same video (but before the event 2) if a masked man receives a weapon
from another man. It is possible that in the video there is another man (unmasked) that delivers a gun to
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the masked man. The unmasked man can be recognized and can be queried to identify the other
(masked) man. This scenario explain how is important to define what occurs before what using time
relationships.
Spatial Relationships work in a similar way to time relationships. It helps to cover the lack of the exact
place. E.g. in a video there are two suspects. The exact location in which the video was filmed is not
known. However, it is clear that the two suspects were in the same place at the same time. The relations
are the follows:

Figure 7: Example of spatial relation between events

The use of the samePlace relation cover the lack of information about places.
Causal Relationships describes sequence of events in which there is a cause-effect scenario. E.g. in a
scenario in which a police officer tries to stop a man and the man begins to run, the first event causes
the second event.

Figure 8: Example of time relation between events

2.2.5 Data Properties
Data properties also play an important role in describing a concept. For example, one feature of any kind
of group of people (represented by the concept GroupOfPeople) is the number of persons belonging to
them. The data properties are arranged in a hierarchy in the same way as the object properties. The
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domain of the data property numberOfPersons is the concept GroupOfPeople, which has several subconcepts, e.g. Family as special kinds of group of people (Family is-a GroupOfPeople). Because of the
inheritance of the data properties from concepts to their sub-concepts, the data property
numberOfPersons is in the given example also a property of the concept Family. Another example is the
data property hasLicenseNumber. Its domain is the concept Vehicle and its range is the data type string.
2.2.6 Instances
An instance is a concrete occurrence of a concept. Instances are created when applying the ontology.
They represent all known persons, organizations, equipments, etc., which are relevant for the
prevention or investigation of a concrete crime. Their relevant attribute values (data property) and
relationships (object property) also are added as soon as they are known to the user or an external
system component.
Example:
The user is informed about a specific apartment and represents it as instance Apartment2 (e.g. because
he knows a further apartment yet represented as Apartment1) of the concept Apartment. By using the
related object property, he adds the fact “Apartment2 isPartOfApBuilding ApartmentBuilding1” (which
was in this example added in a former step of investigation). By using the related data property, he adds
the fact “Apartment2 has NumberOfRooms 3”. These entries may be used in further steps for queries or
inferences.
2.2.7 Ontologies for Knowledge Representation
The section will discuss the definition of a set of ontologies to support the modeling process of
MAGNETO domain. The MAGNETO knowledge model consists of a number of modular ontologies,
rather than a single monolithic ontology. Different types of ontologies are defined to represent criminal
events: Category, Resource, Object, Person, Space and Time ontologies. This model organizes knowledge
in three levels of representation:
•
•
•

Upper level: providing the most general definition of an event;
Mid-level: defining the MAGNETO domain objects;
Low-level: all supportive taxonomies.

2.2.7.1 Upper level: Event representation
The upper level is centered on the notion of event, seen as the view expressed by Allen and Ferguson:
«[..] events are primarily linguistic or cognitive in nature. That is, the world does not really contain
events. Rather, events are the way by which agents classify certain useful and relevant patterns of
change. ».
In [21] a general representation of event ontology, with one main concept event, is described.
MAGNETO upper level extends this approach by the adding of a category, a context and entities. It
contains the most general concepts, independent from the domain, providing a common knowledge
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base. Thus, the MAGNETO Event results composed of temporal and spatial dimension, a category, a
context and entities, as shown in the MAGNETO upper level representation Figure 9:

Figure 9: MAGNETO upper level representation

The concept class Event is an entity describing any event or activity (so a forensic fact) that happens: this
kind of representation gives an higher and more complex semantics to an event, ensuring a generalized
view, that can be applicable to multiple domains, in particular to the forensic investigations field.

Figure 10: Event Taxonomy and semantic representation

Space Ontology
The Space taxonomy contains two types of concepts:
•
•

Location and its subclasses, in order to model a general place such as cities or other generic
position;
LocationGeometry and its subclasses, in order to model the geometry of a place.
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Figure 11: Space Taxonomy and semantic representation

The Location class (and its subclasses Geolocation and PhysicalLocation) has attribute
hasLocationName (datatype property of type string) which specifies the name of a city or place.
Attributes hasLatitude and hasLongitude (datatype property of type float) specify geospatial
coordinates. Location object can be optionally connected with a GeometryLocation class: Point, Circle,
Line, Polyline and MBR.
Concept

Subclasses

Description
To represent general places such as cities or other generic
position

Location
Geolocation

To represent a place with latitude and longitude
coordinates.

PhysicalLocation

To represent a physical place, e.g. a station, a pub, etc.

LocationGeometry

To represent the geometry of location
Circle

To represent a circular region

Line

To represent a linear region, from a point to another.

MBR

To represent a region within a minimum boundary.

Point

To represent a spatial point.

Polyline

To represent a region with more lines.
Table 1: Space ontology concepts description

Thus, each spatial point can be represented using a pair of coordinated of a specific datatype related to
the coordinate system. Region can be represented using a set of points representing their contour or
using minimum bounding rectangles that contain the space of the region in question. Point class has two
numerical attributes (datatype properties of type float), named hasLongitude and hasLatitude. For
example, Point could be the geometry of cities in a large-scale map.
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Class Line has hasPoint1 and hasPoint2 as attributes representing the ending points of a line segment.
Class Polyline represents the contour of an object (or region) as a set of consecutive line segments. An
object (or region) may also be represented by Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) specified by the
numerical attributes hasXmax , hasXmin, hasYmax, hasYmin.

Figure 12: Spatial object representation

Figure 12 is a view of LocationGeometry object with subclasses and relationship associated. Following
table illustrates how to model these objects into the ontology with related data and object properties.
Geometry

Modeling description

Point

Line
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Circle

Polyline

MBR

Table 2: Modeling Geometry object

The spatial relations can be also defined as Topological Relations, Directional Relations and Distance
Relations. The topological relations defined in MAGNETO Space ontology refer to GeoSPARQL
topological relations [20] and directional relations are defined based on cone-shaped areas approach.
Distance relations may be ambiguous: this is resolved when distance is expressed in a quantitative way
(i.e. 3km away from city A).
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Figure 13: Spatial relations

Figure 13 summarizes all types of spatial relations among two Location objects and Table 3 lists all major
properties in ontology.
Space Ontology properties
hasGeometry
Geometry Properties

hasLine

To represent the shape of location, if
this is possible.

hasPoint
far
Distance Properties
near
contains
disjoint
equal
Topological Properties

To identify in space different locations.

touches
within
overlaps
intersect
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eastOf
northEastOf
northOf
northWestOf
Directional Properties
southEastOf
southOf
southWestOf
westOf
Table 3: Properties in Space Ontology

Time Ontology
The Time Ontology provides the main concepts and properties to represent entities in time. Space
taxonomy contains the following types of concept:
•
•
•
•

Instant, to model a point in time;
Date, to model a date in datetime format;
Interval, to model an extended time;
Duration, to model the duration of an interval (or a temporal sequence).

Figure 14: Time Taxonomy and semantic representation

MAGNETO Time Ontology is based on the OWL-Time ontology [22], with modifications proposed to
support a more general temporal positions representation. According to the OWL2 implementation, the
logic of OWL-Time ontology predicates, concerned to formalize only temporal entities, is extended to all
major entities of MAGNETO model, in particular to events.
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The temporal position of an entity can be formalized by Intervals or Instants class, both defined by with
a beginning and end (an instant is an interval with zero length, where the beginning and end have the
same value).

Figure 15: Allen's relations between entities

The bounds of a temporal entity, or generally an entity, are described with hasBeginning and hasEnd
object properties, whereas hasDuration property provides a way to describe the extent of an entity.
Also, assuming the structure of time as a simple linear model, Time ontology provides a set of object
properties, based on Allen’s thirteen basic temporal relation (Figure 15). The basic relations describe
relations between temporal entities: in MAGNETO, this model is extended to all entities, in order to give
directionality to time and the possibility to represent entities on a timeline.
In Table 4 are summarized all object properties provided from Time ontology.
Time Ontology properties
Relation

Object Properties

Inverse

before

after

meets

metBy

overlaps

overlappedBy

starts

startedBy

during

contains

finishes

finishedBy

equals

equals

To give directionality in time
to entities.

inside
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hasDuration
To describe bounds and the
extent of entities.

hasEnd
hasBeginning
Table 4: Relations in Time Ontology

Another possible representation of position in time of an Entity is expressed by defining values with
xsd:dateTime datatype, supported by a set of data properties, such as hasDate, hasStartTime and
hasEndTime. In Figure 15 is shown an example of semantic representation of time: an Event starts
January 25, 2015 at 4a.m. and ends the next day, at 12.25.
DataPropertyAssertion(a:hasStartTime
"2015-01-17T04:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime)

a:Event

DataPropertyAssertion(a:hasEndTime
"2015-01-18T12:25:00"^^xsd:dateTime)

a:Event

Figure 16: Time representation example

Entity Ontology
Lastly, in upper level an event certainly involves entities of any kind with any role. In order to represent
this piece of knowledge, an Entity ontology was defined, to describe human and other agent
(organizations or simply a weapon) involved in MAGNETO events.
The Entity taxonomy is organized on three levels and contains the following main concepts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Person: to represent an individual;
Organization: to represent legal person, company or organization in general;
Group: to represent people organized into groups, participating in an event;
Crowd: to represent people not organized into groups, participating in an event;
Object: to represent an object that participates in an event (a weapon or a vehicle).
DigitalIdentity: to represent the digital account of a person on a social media.
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Figure 17: Entity Taxonomy and semantic representation

Object concept is also specialized in Building, Clothes, Vehicle and Weapon classes. A particular mention
must be made of the Person class. As result of feedback gathered from consortium, it was decided to
specialize Person class with all possible roles whereby an individual may be involved in an event. In this
way, it is possible to represent the role played by entity in the events, by the type of individual, without
additional relations.
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Figure 18: Person class specializations

In Table 5 are summarized the data properties provided to feature the main characteristics of the
modeled object. In particular, data properties defined on Person class were carried out with the aim of
providing an identikit of main characteristics of an individual.
Entity Ontology properties
DataProperty on Person
-

hasAge
hasSkintone
hasBeard
hasHair
hasGlasses

To feature the physical characteristics of an individual

DataProperty on Object
-

To feature the characteristics of an object

hasType
hasModel
hasLogo

Table 5: Entity Ontology properties
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2.2.7.2 Mid-level: Domain Ontology
The mid-level represents the core of MAGNETO model, containing all the main entities of MAGNETO
domain. Within the mid-level, entities are modeled as general concepts, specialized in the related
taxonomies and interconnected by the use of direct and indirect imports. It is necessary to understand
the basic definition of MAGNETO model, in order to effectively define knowledge representation. In
MAGNETO, an investigation is a collection of events, fact and circumstances, information, data extracted
from resources, entities and scenarios, for rendering the conclusion of criminal case. The investigative
process should be viewed in terms of gathering information, minding that from information, comes
evidence.
The high-level process of MAGNETO includes the acquisition of data from a resource, the analysis of the
data and the extraction of relevant issues: the event is built through a dynamic aggregation process of
information in resources and relevant issues. Finally an event is modeled using concepts and primitives
provided by the mid-level ontology.
MAGNETO Core ontology
Name

Description

Event

A central concept for MAGNETO. To
represent a criminal event happened.

EventCategory

To associate a crime classification to
event.

Context

To represent the set of circumstances
in which an investigation occurs.

Investigation

Another central concept for MAGNETO
domain. To represent the investigation
conducted.

Entity

To describe human and non-human
agent involved in investigation or
event.

Evidence

To represent useful information for
investigation.

Forensic Information

To represent concerning features
(biometric, textual, behavioral) of
interest.

Resource

To represent the resource analyzed
from which derive events.

Concept
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Source

To represent the source of a resource.

Table 6: MAGNETO Core Taxonomy description

Furthermore, the MAGNETO model ontology provides all the properties characterizing this process:
properties are divided into a list of object properties that perform the action with another entity of the
model, and a list of data properties, that models the features of an entity.
The Event concept in MAGNETO domain ontology is equivalent to the Event ontology, and for this
reason, they are connected with a direct import of upper level ontology in mid-level ontology. In
addition, Context and Category concepts in upper level are specialized with dedicated supportive
taxonomies of low level. This kind of interconnection gives modularity to the model, making it flexible
and avoiding a loss of performance.
2.2.7.3 Low level: Supportive Taxonomies
MAGNETO low-level knowledge consists of a set of taxonomies in support of MAGNETO domain
ontology: entities that are part of domain may be specialized with related taxonomies, in order to avoid
a load of the model. There are several basic crime types with which an event that takes place can be
classified. For example, we could have:
•

•

Crime about incidents, which are violations of laws and/or ordinances that include criminal acts
(robbery, assaults, larceny, burglary, murder, illegal weapons, etc...) and traffic accident crime
(serious injuries, likely to die, property damage).
Crime about illegal conditions or circumstances, such as narcotics sales, illegal weapon
trafficking, prostitution, gambling, street gang activity, organized crime, terrorist front activity,
fraud, identity theft and computer crimes.

Event Crime

Cyber Crime

Financial Crime

Crime against
Person

Crime against
Property

Illegal
Possession

Terrorist Crime

Hacking

Fraud

Aggression

Vandalism

Drug

Hijacking

Phishing

Corruption

Bullying

Theft

Weapon

Terrorist Attack

Explosive

Figure 19: A samples from the general crime classification
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In order to represent this kind of information related to an event, it has been defined the Category class,
enhanced by a name and a description.
In several MAGNETO use cases and targeted investigations, the information available about the hobbies
and habits of the investigated person may lead to the formulation of important assumptions for the
investigation resolution. Thus, the need of a Life Habit ontology arose. The study of the definition of Life
Habit ontology is based on a taxonomy for the quality assurance guidelines. It is composed by two
levels: the first one contains the broad level categories like Sport, Arts, Travel, Food, etc. while the 2 nd
level contains concrete specializations of the first level.
2.2.8 Implementation
The first draft of the MAGNETO ontology is created with Protégé, a free open source editor and a
knowledge management system [28]. The ontology is represented as OWL description (Web Ontology
Language, cf. deliverable D2.2 [29]). Several core concepts and relations are defined in the file
“MAGNETO_Ontology.owl”. When this file is loaded, additional files are imported which contain the set
of ontologies described before, e.g. context.owl and lifehabit.owl.
Rules may be expressed in Protégé by the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL), created with the
Protégé plugin SWRL Tab, e.g.
𝑖𝑠𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑂𝑓(𝑎, 𝑏) ∧ 𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑂𝑓(𝑏, 𝑐) ∧ 𝑖𝑠𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑂𝑓(𝑐, 𝑑) ⇒ 𝑖𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑂𝑓(𝑎, 𝑑)
Reasoning may be performed by HermiT OWL Reasoner, also available as Protégé plugin.
A further plugin named OWL-Viz enables the visualization of the class hierarchy and the is-a
relationships, as shown in the following examples for the subtrees of the domain-specific concepts
EnvironmentalConditions and (Crime)AgainstPersonsAndProperty respectively.
EnvironmentalConditions is a direct sub-concept of the general concept Circumstances and has itself
several sub-concepts (see Figure 20). The concept AgainstPersonsAndProperty (with the interpretation
“crime against persons and properties”) represents a specific subset of crimes. Its sub-concepts each
describe a specific kind of crime, e.g. theft (see Figure 25).

Figure 20: The concept EnvironmentalConditions in the MAGNETO class hierarchy.
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Figure 21: The concept AgainstPersonsAndProperty in the MAGNETO class hierarchy.

A built-in plugin of Protégé named DL Query (Description Logic) enables e.g. to ask for relationships
between classes or between instances. The following figure shows an example of a query. This query
returns the name of the brother of a person named Karl. In this example, Karl and Dieter are instances
of the concept Person. isBrotherOf is an object property with the domain Person and with the range
Person.
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Figure 22: Example of a query in Protégé.
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3. Semantic Information Processing
3.1

Probabilistic Reasoning Based on Markov Logic Networks

This module provides a semantic reasoning technique, which aims at the enrichment of existing
information, as well as the discovery of new knowledge and relations between different objects and
items of data. The technique employed is the so-called Markov Logic Networks, which allow probabilistic
reasoning by combining a probabilistic graphical model with first-order logic.
3.1.1 Problem Definition
Rules defined in the first-order logic are capable of representing a wide variety of knowledge and can be
used to automatically derive new insights and relations in the MAGNETO knowledge database (KD), see
Section 3.1.3. The precision and rigor of first-order logic are undeniably among its greatest advantages.
Yet, in MAGNETO’s KD, which is instantiated by knowledge coming from the real world, information may
only be partially available and even contradicting information may be contained, the rigor of first-order
logic becomes a major drawback. Markov Logic Networks relax this strictness by combining Markov
Random fields with first-order logic, and assign probabilities to possible states of the KD, which
therefore allows for probabilistic reasoning.
3.1.2 Internal Interface Design
The reasoning module answers on queries for finding instances of a concept (e.g. Murderer(x)) or
relation (e.g. isCriminalInCrime(x, AttackOnBerlinChristmasMarket), where concepts and relations are
defined in MAGNETO’s ontology. The reasoning module has three inputs from the MAGNETO platform:
•
•
•

the evidence that is contained in the Common Representational Model
the weighted rules that create new relations (see next chapter)
the query that contains a concept or relation with one or more variables

The output of the reasoning module is a list of the queried relations or concept instantiations with their
assigned probabilities. For instance, the query “Murderer(x)” returns the list of probabilities
𝑃("x is Murderer"), for any Person 𝑥 in the MAGNETO ontology, given the evidence incorporated in the
ontology, whereas “Murderer(Bob)” returns the probability 𝑃("Bob is Murderer").
Depending on the amount of evidence stored in the Common Representational Model, it might be
required to restrict the evidence input to evidence related to the criminal case or a set of criminal cases
to avoid performance issues. The evidence of the Common Representational Model is fetched from the
Triple/RDF Store using the Big Data Foundation Services. It is expected that the Big Data Foundation
Services allow retrieving all evidence concerning a specific case.
The internal interface for communicating with other MAGNETO modules will be in the form of a RESTful
service, see deliverable D2.2 [29]. For calling the service, the input will be a simple query given by a
concept or a relation defined in the ontology, possibly having one or more free variables. The form is
“ConceptName(x)” or “RelationName(x,y)”.
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An optional second input is a list of case ids to restrict the reasoning on the cases of interest.
It is proposed to present the result of the reasoning to the user that should decide on what to do with
the new evidence, e.g. ingest it to the Common Representational Model. This is outside the scope of the
reasoning module and needs to be implemented in the MAGNETO Augmented Intelligence Layer.
The call of the reasoning process can be handled in two ways:
•
•

The user polls the information either explicitly or implicitly by defining a profile of interests.
The input of new evidence into the Common Representational Model automatically triggers the
reasoning process with predefined queries (case relevant).

The configuration of the module will allow the addition of rules, but this will not be available to the LEA
user, as the correct syntax for building a rule requires profound knowledge of first order logic and the
ontology concepts. The reasoning module will only generate new knowledge if a rule is available that
contains the relation or concept used in the conclusion of an inscribed first-order logic rule.
Interface number

I.7

Interface name

semanticInformationProcessingInterface

Module

Semantic Information Processing

Author

IOSB

Type of interface

RESTful Webservice

Exposition

Private

Exposed Methods

•

QueryLogicalTerm
o Description: find all instances of a relation that are the result of a rule
applied to the given evidence
o Input:
▪ evidence that is contained in the Common Representational
Model by providing a reference to triple (RDF) store data (Big
Data Foundation Services )
▪ the weighted rules that are the basis for creating new relations
(see next chapter)
▪ the query that contains a concept or relation with one or more
variables
o Output Depending on the query:
▪ list of concept instantiations with their assigned probabilities if
query uses variables
▪ probability that the statement of the query is true if the query
contains only literals

Interacted Modules

•

Big Data Foundation Services (fetching the evidence from RDF store)
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•

Operational & Situational Awareness (call of the QueryLogicalTerm-Method,
providing the query initiated by the user and the related crime cases, displaying
the result, feedback the results into the Common Representational Model with
respect to the user’s decision)

Further remarks

3.1.3 Approach and Configuration Used
Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) have been introduced in 2006 by M. Richardson and P. Domingos, see
[30]. Since then they have been an active area of research and were widely applied in different
scenarios, e.g. ontology matching, statistical learning and probabilistic inference, see [31], [32], [33],
[34], and [35] among others.
In the following, we provide the basic theory of MLNs and illustrate their use as a reasoning tool with a
simple example. At last, we name a framework, which implements the theoretical concepts.
A MLN is a first-order knowledge base, i.e. a set of formulas {𝐹𝑖 ∣ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} stated in first-order logic, where
every formula is equipped with a corresponding weight 𝜔𝑖 ∈ ℝ. These formulas serve as the base of a
procedure yielding a Markov network, which then can be used to assign probabilities to possible states
of instances of the underlying ontology.
We briefly recall some definitions from first-order logic, see also Section 2.1.5.1 for further details, and
give the definition of a Markov network. In first-order logic, constants are objects over some domain
(e.g. Alice, Bob…), variables are wildcards for constants, and predicates are {0,1}-valued mappings that
represent properties of constants (e.g. Smokes(Alice), Friends(Alice,Bob)…). A formula consists of
predicates applied to constants or variables, logical connections (¬,∧,∨, ⇒), and quantifiers over
variables (∀, ∃). Two remarks are in order. Firstly, without loss of generality the formulas in the
knowledge base are assumed to only use ¬,∧,∨. Secondly, MLNs always assume a finite domain. Strictly
speaking, MLNs therefore only use a strict subset of the first-order logic.
A Markov network, also known as Markov Graph or Markov Random Field, models the distribution of a
random vector
𝑋 = (𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑛 ),
i.e. the joint distribution 𝑃(𝑋) of the random variables 𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑛 , by means of a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) and a
set of potential functions 𝜙𝑘 . The vertices are given by the random variables, i.e. 𝑉 = {𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑛 }, and
the edges decode the dependence structure of the random variables and generally need to be defined
as input parameters of the model. Every potential function 𝜙𝑐 corresponds to a clique7 c of the graph G,
i.e. a complete subgraph of 𝐺, and is a real-valued, non-negative function depending on the state of the
corresponding clique. Then the joint probability distribution of 𝑋 is given by

In graph theory, a clique 𝑐 = (𝑉 ′ , 𝐸 ′ ) of a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) is defined as a subgraph, i.e. 𝑉′ ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝐸 ⊂ 𝐸′, such
that every two vertices in the subgraph are adjacent (connected via an edge).
7
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1

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) = 𝑍 ∏ 𝑐∈𝐾 𝜙𝑐 (𝑥),
where 𝐾 denotes a given set of cliques and the constant 𝑍 = ∑𝑥 ∏𝑐 𝜙𝑐 (𝑥) is a normalization constant
to ensure that the left side of the equation is indeed a distribution, i.e. it sums up to 1. Often Markov
networks are represented as so-called log-linear models, meaning that the potential functions are
chosen as exponentials of weighted features of the state 𝑥, implying
1

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) = 𝑍 ∏𝑐∈𝐾 exp(𝜔𝑐 𝑓𝑐 (𝑥)),
where 𝜔𝑐 ∈ ℝ denotes the weight and 𝑓𝑐 (𝑥) ∈ {0,1} a binary feature of 𝑥.
We now give the formal definition of a Markov Logic Network. A MLN L consist of a set of pairs (𝐹𝑖 , 𝜔𝑖 ),
where 𝐹𝑖 is a formula in first-order logic and 𝜔𝑖 ∈ ℝ a corresponding weight, a finite set of constants
𝐶 = {𝑐1 , … , 𝑐|𝐶| }, and a log-linear Markov network 𝑀𝐿,𝐶 defined as follows:
1. The random variables (𝑋𝑗 ) described by 𝑀𝐿,𝐶 are {0,1}-valued and are in a one-to-one
correspondence to all possible groundings of all predicates appearing in 𝐿. We interpret 𝑋𝑗 = 1
as the corresponding grounded predicate is true, and 𝑋𝑗 = 0 analogously.
2. 𝑀𝐿,𝐶 contains one feature 𝑓𝑘 for each possible grounding of each formula 𝐹𝑖 in 𝐿. Moreover,
𝑓𝑘 (𝑥) ≔ 1 if the formula is true in the state 𝑥, and 0 otherwise. The weight of the feature 𝑓𝑘 is
given by 𝜔𝑖 .
Recall that the grounding of the predicate 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(⋅,⋅) in the constants {𝑐1 , 𝑐2 } is given by the list
{𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑐1 , 𝑐1 ), 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑐1 , 𝑐2 ), 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑐2 , 𝑐1 ), 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑐2 , 𝑐2 )}. From the definition, we infer the
following joint distribution of 𝑋
1

𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥) = 𝑍 exp(∑𝑖 𝜔𝑖 𝑛𝑖 (𝑥)),
where 𝑛𝑖 (𝑥) denotes the number of true groundings of 𝐹𝑖 in 𝑥. Moreover, the definition implies the
following graph structure 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) of the Markov network 𝑀𝐿,𝐶 , where the vertex set 𝑉 is given by the
set of all possible groundings of all predicates in 𝐿 and two vertices 𝑣1 , 𝑣2 are connected by the edge
(𝑣1 , 𝑣2 ) ∈ 𝐸 if there exists a grounding of a formula 𝑓𝑖 in which both corresponding groundings of 𝑣1
and 𝑣2 appear.
As an example, we consider the rules in Table 7 which lead to the Markov network depicted in the next
figure.
first-order logic

clausal form

weight

∀𝑥 𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ⇒ 𝐶𝑎(𝑥)

¬𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ∨ 𝐶𝑎(𝑥)

0.5

∀𝑥, 𝑦 𝐹𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) ⇒ (𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ⇔ 𝑆𝑚(𝑦))

¬𝐹𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) ∨ 𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ∨ ¬𝑆𝑚(𝑦),

0.4

¬𝐹𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) ∨ ¬𝑆𝑚(𝑥) ∨ 𝑆𝑚(𝑦)
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Table 7: Sm, Ca and Fr abbreviate the predicates Smokes, Cancer and Friends, respectively. Source: [30].

Figure 1: Markov network corresponding to the rules in Table 7 initialized with constants {𝑨, 𝑩}. Source: [30].

In the example we can now infer for example the probability that 𝐴 and 𝐵 are friends, if we know their
smoking habits, or the probability that 𝐴 has cancer given its friends and their smoking habits.
However, in full generality, inference will not be feasible in all but very small domains, since MLN
inference needs probabilistic inference, which is #P-complete, as well as logical inference, which is NPcomplete. Therefore, software frameworks implementing MLN inference need to apply approximations
methods for this task, see [36].
The determination of the weights can either be seen as an engineering task, where the omniscient
designer of the system chooses the right weights, or they can be learned from data using procedures as
pseudo-likelihood, see [30] for further details. If one needs to choose the weights instead of learning
them, the authors of [30] point out that it is a good approach to use the probabilities, with which the
rules should hold, as empirical frequencies and learn the weights by using the learning algorithm. The
method of choice for the MAGNETO platform will depend on how much data will be available. If there is
enough data for a robust estimation, we will use the learning algorithms and otherwise settle for the
engineering method.
Grounding MLNs with complex formulas and large sets of data is a very challenging task, since the
number of possible groundings may explode. Many MLN implementations have a major drawback on
the poor scalability resulting from an exploding number of groundings of a first-order formula that are
true given a truth assignment to all of its ground atoms.
If you want to use the following simple first-order formula
∀x∀y∀z∀u: R(x, y) ∨ S(y, z) ∨ T(z, u)
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and assume that each logical variable has 100 objects (constants) in its domain. Grounding this formula
results in 100 million ground formulas and performing any kind of inference on such a large Markov
network is an extremely challenging task [37].
The state-of-the-art MLN implementation Tuffy claims to achieve a better scalability compared to the
current MLN implementations scale beyond relatively small data sets (and even on many of these data
sets, existing implementations routinely take hours to run). One of the reasons is that these are inmemory implementations: when manipulating large intermediate data structures that overflow main
memory, they either crash or thrash badly. Tuffy leverages an RDBMS to address the above scalability
and performance problems (see [36]).
In [38] the MLN implementation Tuffy has been integrated into an information fusion component for
fusing information acquired by a distributed surveillance system with prior information contained in
intelligence databases. Information given in the form of an OWL ontology, such as a taxonomy of
defined concepts as well as relations, have proven to be easily convertible into FOL formulas and
integrable into an MLN model. In a first step, OWL modeling constructs such as concepts and object
properties (relations) have to be converted into unary and binary FOL predicates, respectively, and
taxonomy relationships are reformulated in terms of rules. This has been performed with the help of an
existing transformation tool called Incerto [39]. In the final step, the transformed model has to be
converted into an input form suitable for the MLN reasoner Tuffy, e.g., by creating separate input files
for probabilistic evidences and weighted formulas as well as representing the formulas in conjunctive
normal form.

3.2

Logical Reasoning

In this subsection, an analysis of the available reasoners and reasoning mechanisms as well as their
capabilities is provided. A reasoner is a piece of software which is capable of inferring logical
consequences from stated facts in accordance with the ontology’s axioms, and of determining whether
those axioms are complete and consistent [40]. Specifically, in this subsection we focus on mechanisms
that allow us to infer logical consequences from a set of asserted facts or axioms. A review analysis of
the most popular RDF data stores and their reasoning capabilities, as well as a comparison between
different reasoners is presented below. In addition, some query and reasoning examples are also
presented, including different ways of inserting RDF-based data by using the Jena Fuseki technology.
3.2.1 Problem Definition
Reasoning with technologies like RDFS and OWL, allow adding rich semantics to data, and it helps the
system to automatically gather and use deeper-level new information. Specifically, by logical reasoning
MAGNETO is able to uncover derive facts that are not expressed in the knowledge base explicitly, as well
as discover new knowledge of relations between different objects and items of data.
Logical Reasoning is part of the MAGNETO which can infer new knowledge from existing facts available
in the MAGNETO knowledge base. In this way, the inputs of the reasoning systems are data that are
collected from all entities in the MAGNETO environment, while the output from the logical reasoned will
assist crime analysis and investigation capabilities.
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3.2.2 RDF Data Stores and Reasoning Capabilities
Below, we present a brief description of the most popular RDF data stores and their reasoning
capabilities.
3.2.2.1 Jena
Jena Fuseki [41] is a widely adopted platform covering most of the concerns related to the development
of Semantic Web and ontology-based applications. It provides some valuable reasoning features, such as
consistency checking, ontology classification, concept validity, and query answering, through various
internal reasoners; such as its inference engines in which inferencing is the method how the system can
automatically derive data from given data. To this end, for each category of reasoning a specification of
ontology model is available. Such specifications cover ontology languages such as OWL-{Lite, DL, Full},
RDFS, or DAML+OIL5, with different kinds of reasoners (transitive class-hierarchy inferences, or rulebased reasoners). All reasoners made available by the Jena API perform the reasoning in-memory. Based
on reasoning capabilities, Jena differentiates between the asserted model (or base model, i.e. without
inferences) and the inferred model, mainly because of dependences on the application, it is not always
useful to materialize and store inferred statements which could be considered as “virtual” statements as
they do not actually exist in the knowledge base.
3.2.2.2 Virtuoso
Virtuoso [42] is a semi-commercial (commercial and open source products), general-purpose,
application and data container, with extensive SPARQL and RDF support. Virtuoso copes with scalability
for semantic data storage and entailment production which is a set of rules specifying when to derive
what. In its commercial version, Virtuoso provides information distribution and heterogeneity issues
through the setup of a unified data model on top of its Virtual Database Engine. Considering the
inference scalability which shows the relationship between dataset size and loading speed, whereas
typical technologies consist in beforehand materializing deduced facts, Virtuoso performs as far as
possible on-demand and runtime inferencing. In order to enable a very fast response in a certain time,
incomplete results can be returned through partial evaluation of SPARQL queries. Virtuoso is capable of
backward-chaining reasoning which offers support for a subset of RDFS and OWL semantics, including
class hierarchies and property equivalence such as rdfs:subClassOf and owl:sameAs. Backward-chaining
or backward reasoning starts with a list of reasoning goals (or a hypothesis) and works backwards from
the consequent to the antecedent to see if there is data available that will support any of these
consequents.
3.2.2.3 AllegroGraph
AllegroGraph [43] is a modern, high-performance, and persistent graph database. It is a commercial
product providing a high-performance disk-based storage with standard HTTP (HyperText Transfer
Protocol) and SPARQL interfaces. Multiple RDF triple stores can be assembled into a virtual single store,
thus enabling the federation of distributed stores. Description logics called OWL-DL reasoners are
appropriate at handling complex ontologies. They tend to be complete and give all the possible answers
to a query; however, they can be quite unpredictable with respect to execution time when the number
of triples grows up beyond millions. AllegroGraph provides some limited but effective and practical
reasoning through its RDFS++ reasoner. RDFS++ supports the following predicates: rdf:type,
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rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:range,
rdfs:domain, rdfs:subpropertyof, owl:sameAs, owl:inverseOf,
owl:TransitiveProperty, and owl:hasValue. This engine can be topped with a Prolog interface allowing
performing rule-based reasoning. The Prolog engine can also be used on top of RDF data to allow more
complex deductions based on domain-specific reasoning.
3.2.2.4 Sesame - OWLIM
Sesame [44] is an open-source, community-supported framework to store and query RDF(S) data. It is
able to connect to different storage mechanisms such as standard file systems or even relational
databases through its SAIL (Storage and Inference Layer) API. Sesame aims to be a general platform for
semantic software based on RDFS and therefore provides reasoning optimized for RDFS data. Sesame
does not support incremental removals in the general case and also it has a limited support for custom
rule reasoning on its own. The repository can be queried via the standard query language (SPARQL) and
provides reasoning capabilities through offering an RDFS inferencer and SAIL. Besides, Sesame supports
a standard Web service interface which implements the SPARQL protocol. Sesame is actually extensible
through a plugin architecture. In the context of the Sesame engine development, a specific query
language SeRQL (Sesame RDF Query Language) has been proposed. According to its authors, some
original features have been proposed such as the support for graph transformation, basic set operators
(union, intersection, and minus). SPARQL and SeRQL have been developed during simultaneous initiative
but now some merge effort have been achieve to benefits, in SPARQL, from features of SeRQL and
conversely. Alibaba is an expansion of the Sesame RDF repository which enables binding Java objects
and classes to RDF triples and OWL classes.
OWLIM [45] is a high-performance semantic Storage and Inference Layer (SAIL) for Sesame. It provides
reasoning support and performance in a configurable way. OWLIM comes in two versions: SwiftOWLIM
and BigOWLIM. SwiftOWLIM, the enterprise edition, is free edition to download and use. A copy of
BigOLWIM can also be obtained upon request for evaluation, development and research purposes. Both
versions offer a persistence strategy guaranteeing data consistency and preservation, and support for
reasoning with OWL dialects, covering most of capabilities belonging to RDFS, OWL-Horst, OWL2 RL, and
OWL-Lite. SwiftOWLIM is more assigned to prototyping as it loads the full content of the knowledge
base in central memory and performs fast reasoning and query evaluation. On the other hand,
BigOWLIM handles up over billions of triples, implements query and reasoning optimizations, however
performance remains lower for the free version.
3.2.3 Comparison between Different Reasoners
A reasoner can be described as a software used to derive new facts from existing ontologies. In other
words, reasoners are able to infer logical consequences from a set of asserted facts or axioms. In the last
decade, due to growth of the Semantic Web field, some of the most popular reasoners were developed
to fulfil this task on different domains and with the ability to cover use cases on different levels of
complexity and expressivity. During the growth of new reasoning mechanisms, the need to categorize
their attributes emerged [46], so the main three proposed category types are:
•

Reasoning characteristics: Basic features of ontology reasoners can be described by this
category (e.g. methodology, sound, expressivity, incremental classification).
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•
•

Practical usability characteristics: This category describes the view angle of a developer using
the OWL API support, availability and type of license.
Performance indicators: This category addresses performance aspects such as classification
performance, TBox consistency checking performance, in particular for ontologies that are timecritical or expect fast query, including reasoning, and response time.

These basic categories can be further extended into more specific characteristics. In MAGNETO we will
mainly focus, from a research and development aspect, on following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Methodology: It defines the procedure or an algorithm used by the reasoner for solving
reasoning problems in description language (DL).
Soundness and completeness: It evaluates whether all possible inferences are inferred or not. If
these two features are supported, they can significantly improve reasoning performance.
Expressivity: Different types of axioms are allowed such as transitivity axioms and role inclusion
axioms in RBox.
Rule support: It addresses the support of ontology reasoners with rules.
Platforms: It indicates operating systems that are supported by a reasoner.
Justification: It can be described as an ontology validator that explains the possible
inconsistencies that exist in an ontology.
ABox reasoning: It works on individuals and includes instance checking, conjunctive query
answering, and ABox consistency checking.
OWL API: It is a standard Java library and API for working with OWL ontologies. It provides a
standard interface to OWL reasoners, so different reasoners can be used without any update in
the implementation.
OWL link API: It provides an extensible, implementation neutral protocol to interact with OWL 2
reasoners. It allows updating OWL API aware reasoners into OWLlink servers and to access
remote OWLlink servers from OWL API-based applications such as Protégé [47].
Protégé support: It determines whether the reasoner can be used with the Protégé tool in order
to facilitate the development by first testing the reasoners with this tool.
License: It describes the type of license that is applied on a reasoner.
Implementation language: It indicates a programming language in which the reasoner is written.
Availability: It indicates if the reasoner is free and the source code is publicly available or not.

Among all available reasoners, we consider only those that are supported by SPARQL development
technology Apache Jena. In the following subsections, we present several reasoners and summarize
them by the described characteristics.
3.2.3.1 Pellet reasoner
Pellet [48] is a reasoner hosted at Clark & Parsia, LLC and published under the AGPL v3 license. It is a
free open-source Java-based reasoner for OWL 2 and Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) and supports
the full expressivity of SROIQ DL, user-defined datatypes and DL-safe rules [49]. For the methodology, it
uses a tableau-based decision procedure to provide many reasoning services (e.g. subsumption,
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satisfiability, classification, instance retrieval, conjunctive query answering) along with the capability to
generate explanations for the inferences it computes. It has bindings for both OWL API and Jena
libraries, and supports the Protégé tool, command line and OWL API too. It supports reasoning services
such as realization, classification, satisfiability, conjunctive query answering, entailment, consistency and
explanation.
3.2.3.2 TrOWL reasoner
TrOWL [50] is hosted at University of Aberdeen and published under AGPL license for open source
applications. It is a Tractable reasoning infrastructure for OWL 2 with the ability to support not only for
standard TBox and ABox reasoning, but also for conjunctive query answering in SPARQL. Its supported
interfaces are Jena, Protégé tool, command line and OWL API. Supported reasoning services are
realization, classification, satisfiability, conjunctive query answering, entailment and consistency.
3.2.3.3 HermiT reasoner
HermiT [51] is a free (under LGPL license) Java reasoner for OWL 2/SROIQ with OWL 2 datatype support
and support for description graphs. It implements a hypertableau-based decision procedure, uses the
OWL API 3.0, and is compatible with the OWLReasoner interface of the OWL API. supports a wide range
of standard and novel optimizations that improve the performance of reasoning on real-world
ontologies. Apart from the standard OWL 2 reasoning task of entailment checking, HermiT supports
several specialized reasoning services such as class and property classification, as well as a range of
features outside the OWL 2 standard such as DL-safe rules, SPARQL queries, and description graphs.
3.2.3.4 DLEJena reasoner [52]
DLEJena [52] (DL and Entailment-based Jena) is a Java library that implements the OWL 2 RL/RDF rules
using template rules based on the Jena Rete-based rule engine and the Pellet DL reasoned. In other
words, it is a hybrid tool between Jena and Pellet. The Pellet DL reasoner is used to perform TBox
reasoning over the loaded ontologies, whereas the forwardChaining rule engine of Jena is used to apply
an instantiated version of ABox-related rules. The current distribution of DLEJena comes with a
predefined set of 36 OWL 2 RL/RDF template rules that can be extended.
3.2.3.5 Jena default reasoners
The Jena distribution includes four predefined reasoners:
•

•

•

Transitive reasoner: It provides support for storing and traversing class and property lattices.
This implements the transitive and reflexive properties of rdfs:subPropertyOf and
rdfs:subClassOf, so that the reasoner is able to check these properties in depth.
RDF Schema (RDFS) rule reasoner: RDFS is a general-purpose language for representing simple
RDF vocabularies on the Web. The RDFS rule reasoner implements a configurable subset of the
RDFS entailments.
OWL, OWL Mini, OWL Micro reasoners: This is set of useful but incomplete implementation of
the OWL/Lite language due to the fact that RDFS is not a subset of the OWL/Lite or OWL/DL
language. Their supported constructs or object properties can be found on Jena official Web
page6.
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•

Generic rule reasoner: It is a rule-based reasoner that supports user-defined rules such as
forward chaining, tabled backward chaining, and hybrid execution strategies.

From a developer point of view, these reasoners can be used with Jena’s generic reasoner API, where a
user first selects a reasoner, then follows the configuration, and at the end the reasoner is applied to the
RDF data.
3.2.4 Internal Interface Design
The definition of the interface for the Person Fusion Tool is described in Table 8.
Table 8: Interface definition for Reasoning Tool.

Interface number

I.1

Interface name

logicalReasoning

Module

Reasoning Tool

Author

ICCS

Type of interface

RESTful Webservice

Exposition

Private

Exposed Methods

•
•

create: method that creates the RDF encoded configuration details
setPatameter: it is used to set the parameter for the reasoners

•

getResults: retrieves results from the reasoning tool

Interacted Modules

Semantic Information Processing

Further remarks

The Reasoning Tool component may be parameterized for each MAGNETO client and
use case. Based on the client needs and the use-cases, different features of the
ontology may be used for reasoning.

3.2.5 Approach and Configuration Used
In this part, we present a simple example of a Pellet reasoning Algorithm that we propose to follow in
the MAGNETO project. We describe the RDF query (SPARQL) and reasoning mechanisms that are
supported in the Knowledge Base.
Algorithm 1: Query example that returns as a result if a person is suspect or not for a specific crime.
prefix
<http://www.semanticweb.org/magneto/ontologies/2018/12/knowledgebase#>
SELECT SUSPECT ?s
WHERE {
?s knowledgebase:TimeOfCrime .
?s knowledgebase:TimeOfCrime_CrimeScene true .
}
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3.3

Ontology to Conceptual Graph Convertor

This module provides a semantic information processing tool, which transforms semantic data stored in
the MAGNETO ontology in a conceptual graph format. The goal of this tool is to provide input for the
semantic fusion tools based on graph isomorphism presented in Section 4.2. Therefore, it focuses on
processing data related to events and trajectories.
3.3.1 Problem Definition
There are many models that have been used in order to represent semantic information and knowledge.
Such examples include natural language, propositional logic, first order logic, mathematical models,
relational model, semantics nets or rules, but also ontologies and conceptual graphs, the two
representational model standards used in the MAGNETO context. They have different advantages and
representation power and there is no standard method for converting one into the other.
The design of the MAGNETO common representation model as an ontology is specific to the project’s
context and use cases. Furthermore, the conceptual graph data model used as input for the semantic
fusion tools must comply with their specifications and serve best their goals. This semantic data
processing tool that converts knowledge extracted from the MAGNETO ontology to conceptual graph
format is designed to take into account all these constraints.
3.3.2 Internal Interface Design
The specification of the internal interface for the Ontology to Conceptual Graph Convertor is described
in Table 9.
Interface number
Interface name

ontology2ConceptualGraphConvertor

Module

Ontology to Conceptual Graph Convertor

Author

TRT

Type of interface

RESTful Webservice

Exposition

Private

Exposed Methods

•

Interacted Modules

Graph-based Semantic Information Fusion

ontology2ConceptualGraph
o Description: Information synthesis enables one to collect and organize
information about a specific subject. Through information synthesis, all
the gathered information items are organized into a network. The
redundant part of the information items are detected and eliminated.
o In: : a list of concept instances as the result of a SPARQL query (in one
of the possible data formats: RDF/XML, JSON, Turtle, XML, CSV, TSV,
etc.), a list of concept ids or the maximum number of expected
concepts (optionally)
o Out: a list of concept instances (in a custom conceptual graph format)
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Further remarks
Table 9: Ontology to conceptual graph convertor internal interface

Semantic data is retrieved from the MAGNETO triple/RDF store using the Big Data Foundation Services
via a SPARQL endpoint. It is expected that the Big Data Foundation Services offers a SPARQL endpoint to
access the data stored in the MAGNETO Common Representational Model.
The semantic data processing tool communicates internally with the semantic fusion tools based on
graph isomorphism presented in Section 4.2, using intermediate files or through a RESTful service. For
calling the service, the input is a SPARQL query that retrieves data related to concepts such as an event
or a trajectory, as presented in the module architecture in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Ontology to conceptual graph convertor architecture

Optionally, another parameter meant to limit the size of the result may be employed, such as a list of
concept ids in which we are interested in or the maximum number of concepts that we expect in the
query result.
The result of the SPARQL query is fetched under one of the possible data formats: RDF/XML, JSON,
Turtle, XML, CSV, TSV, etc. The semantic processing tool reads the result of the SPARQL query and
converts the extracted concepts in conceptual graphs. The output of the processing tool is presented as
a custom CG format.
3.3.3

Approach and Configuration Used

3.3.3.1 Ontologies
Ontologies are used to model a specific domain. The representational primitives that are used are
typically entities, ideas and events existing in the world, with all their interdependent properties and
relations, similarities and dissimilarities.
Ontologies are considered to be one of the pillars of the Semantic Web that provides standards to
identify entities (URIs), express facts (RDF), express concepts (RDFS), share vocabularies, describe
constraints (OWL), query knowledge (SPARQL), link data and publish data (RDFa).
A more detailed description of the MAGNETO ontology can be found in Section 2.2.
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3.3.3.2 Conceptual Graphs
Conceptual graphs specify a model that encompasses a basic ontology (called vocabulary), graph
structures and operations on the graphs. The vocabulary defines the different types of concepts and
relations that exist in the modelled application domain, while the graphs provide a representation of the
observations which are provided by the information sources.
Basic conceptual graphs are bipartite graphs containing concept and relation nodes. The concepts
represent the “things” or entities that exist. A concept is labelled with two components: the conceptual
type and the individual marker. The conceptual type defines the category to which the entity belongs to.
The individual marker relates a concept to a specific object of the world, by its value or name. The
individual markers may also be undefined. An undefined or generic individual marker is either blank or
noted with a star *, if the individual object referred to is unknown.
The term relation is used to refer to a relation node. The relation nodes of a conceptual graph indicate
the relations that hold between the different entities of the situation that is represented. Each relation
node is labelled with a relation type which points out the kind of relation that is represented.
The vocabulary of a conceptual graph is similar to the taxonomy of an ontology. The concept types and
the conceptual relation types, which are used to label the concept and relation nodes, are organized in
hierarchies.
3.3.3.3 An Example: Trajectories
In this section we take the example of the trajectory concept and discuss ways trajectory instances can
be translated from the ontology to the conceptual graph format.
Trajectories in the MAGNETO Ontology
The movement of an agent is captured by a trajectory, defined as a time-ordered sequence of
geographical positions. An agent corresponds to a moving object whose position can change over time,
represented in the MAGNETO ontology by concepts such as Person or Vehicle. A Trajectory (see Figure
24) has at least two different Location items linked by hasItem relations, one representing the origin and
the other one the final destination and several optional intermediate ones. A Location groups together
the Place and Time concepts using respectively the hasPlace and hasTime relations.

Figure 24: Trajectory concept in the MAGNETO ontology
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The Place class may have different subclasses used to model a generic position in the MAGNETO
ontology. Examples may include Coordinates used for a place having longitude and latitude coordinates,
represented by two numerical attributes named hasLongitude and hasLatitude (datatypes properties of
type float) or Street, City, Region, Country, etc. used for a specific physical place. Similarly, the Time class
may have different subclasses, such as TimePoint, Date, TimeInterval, etc. to represent respectively an
instant in time, a date in datetime format or an extended period of time.
Trajectories as Conceptual Graphs
Let us consider the following running example. Alice is having a guided tour of Paris on January 15 th,
2019 and she aims to visit three touristic attractions: the Arc de Triomphe (having the geographical
coordinates 48.873761, 2.295075) at 2PM, followed by the Louvre (48.860600, 2.337626) at 3PM and
finally the Notre Dame cathedral (48.853237, 2.349502) at 4PM. We suppose that this semantic
information is present in the MAGNETO ontology as an instance of the Trajectory concept.
The representation of this trajectory as a conceptual graph may be done in different ways. Figure 25
represents a direct translation of the data model implemented in the ontology, where the square nodes
represent the concepts and the round nodes represent the relations between them.

Figure 25: Trajectory as conceptual graph, direct translation from the MAGNETO ontology model

The same trajectory can be modelled as shown in Figure 26. This model choice has the advantage of
making a clear distinction among the source, the destination and the intermediate points of the
trajectory, which is better suited for the subsequent usage in the semantic fusion tools based on graph
isomorphism presented in Section 4.2.
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Figure 26: Trajectory as conceptual graph, with separate source and destination points

Different from the binary relations in the ontology data model, in the conceptual graph model relations
can be n-ary. In practice, this means conceptual graph relations can connect three or more concepts.
Taking advantage of this feature specific only to conceptual graphs, the same trajectory can be modelled
as shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Trajectory as conceptual graph, with ternary relations

3.3.3.4 Geocoding Enricher
The Place concept in the MAGNETO ontology may be defined in many ways, such as using the name of a
Country, City and Street or geographic Coordinates. During the semantic data conversion from the
ontology representation to that of conceptual graphs, we may want to attach richer place semantics to
the Place concept, using a geocoder.
A geocoder takes as input a raw street address or the name of a place (such as “Stanford”) and returns
the geographic coordinates of matching places, as well as structured street address and place
information. The enricher only keeps the geocoder’s most relevant result and adds its attributes
(geographic coordinates, identifier, street address, etc.) to the place representation in the conceptual
graph. Different geocoders may be used, such as a geocoder that combines the results from both Google
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Places and Google Maps Geocoding APIs [60], or Photon [61], which is a geocoder that uses
OpenStreetMap data.
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4. High Level Information Fusion
4.1

Machine Learning Based Person Fusion

The Person Fusion Tool will be responsible for finding different person instances in the knowledge graph
that refer to the same person and fuse these instances. This high-level information fusion tool will
recognize the redundancy of the persons in the knowledge base and by fusing this information it will
increase the credibility of the MAGNETO system.
The Person Fusion Tool will check the similarities between the different person instances in the
knowledge graph and calculate the probability of these different person-instances to refer to the same
physical person. This will allow MAGNETO to deal with the uncertainty of person instances in the
knowledge base. Specifically, the Person Fusion Tool will check the persons in the knowledge base or
new persons to enter the knowledge base and if the new instance of the person refers to another
person that already exists in the database, it will calculate a degree of certainty that these persons need
to be fused. However, the decision of fusing these instances will be made at a higher-level by the enduser of the MAGNETO system. For this scope, the output of the module will be the instances of the
persons along with a degree of belief that these persons are required to be fused. After the end-user
would confirm the decision, the module will fuse these instances.
4.1.1 Problem Definition
The MAGNETO system will benefit from the heterogeneous information collected by the different data
sources. MAGNETO will combine the collected information in order to enable actions and decisions that
would be more accurate than those that were produced by a single data source. However, the data from
the different data sources might contain instances related to the same persons that cannot be easily
identified. For instance, a person name contained in a text may refer to a person contained in a different
data source. The scope of this tool is to utilize the redundancy of the information collected by the
different data sources in order to eliminate duplicate instances regarding the person identities and
increasing the credibility of the collected information.
4.1.2 Internal Interface Design
The definition of the interface for the Person Fusion Tool is described in Table 10.
Table 10: Interface definition for Person Fusion Tool.

Interface number

I.1

Interface name

personInformationFusion

Module

Person Fusion Tool

Author

ICCS

Type of interface

RESTful Webservice
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Exposition

Private

Exposed Methods

•

Interacted Modules

Visual Analytics

Further remarks

The Person Fusion Tool component may be parameterized for each MAGNETO client
and use case. Based on the client needs and the use-cases, different features of the
ontology may be used to identify persons in the knowledge base that needs to be
fused.

personsToBeFused
o Description: High level person fusion relies on the deep analysis of the
instances in the knowledge base in order to find person instances that
refer to the same physical person. Identifying multiple instances to refer
to the same person will allow the intelligent information fusion of the
different instances.
o In: Person instances in knowledge base
o Out: List of persons that need to be fused with a degree of certainty for
each tuple.

4.1.3 Approach and Configuration
The design of the Person Fusion Tool will be based on the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (k-NN) [40]. The
nearest neighbor method is considered one of the most intuitive machine learning techniques in the
literature. In this technique a new observation is placed into the class from the learning set that it is
determined by the k observations that are closest to the new observation. The determination of the
similarity is based on the distance metrics that will be used. This approach can be described as follows
[57]. Let 𝐿 = {(𝑦𝑖 , 𝒙𝒊 ), 𝑖 = 1, … 𝑛𝐿 } be the learning set of the observed data, where 𝑦𝑖 denotes the class
of the instance and the vector 𝒙𝒊 denotes the features of the instance. Furthermore, assume that a
function d is used to determine the distance between nearest neighbors. For k=1 nearest neighbor, and
a new observation 𝒙 the nearest neighbor (𝑦𝑘 , 𝒙𝒌 ) within the learning set is determined by 𝑑(𝒙, 𝒙𝒌 ) =
min𝑖 (𝑑(𝒙, 𝒙𝒊 )) and the prediction of the class will be 𝑦̂ = 𝑦𝑘 .
The k-NN algorithm has been traditionally applied in many problems in machine learning and
classification [40]. It is not only simple and easy to comprehend and apply without the need to estimate
the train parameters, but also it is well suited for classification of rare events. One of the characteristics
of the k-NN algorithm is that it has to compute the distance of the observed sample with each instance
in the knowledge base in order to find the nearest neighbors, leading to a large amount of calculations.
4.1.3.1 Distance Metrics
It becomes apparent that one of the key decisions in the implementation of the algorithm is the distance
metric that will be used for calculating the distance between different observations. Based on the data
type of the features that will be either numeric or symbolic the appropriate distance metrics will be
used.
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Regarding the numeric features, i.e. when the value of the features are numbers, some of the most
common distances metrics are [54]:
•

Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance is the 𝐿2 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 of the difference between two
vectors s and t. It is represented by the square root of the sum of the squares of the difference
values for the corresponding elements. The distance is computed by the following equation:
𝑛

𝑑2 : (𝒔, 𝒕) → ‖𝒔 − 𝒕‖2 = √∑|𝑠𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖 |2
𝑖=1

•

Manhattan distance. The Manhattan distance is the 𝐿1 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 of the difference between two
vectors s and t. It is represented by the sum of absolute difference values for the corresponding
elements. The distance is given by:
𝑛

𝑑1 : (𝒔, 𝒕) → ‖𝒔 − 𝒕‖1 = ∑|𝑠𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖 |
𝑖=1

•

Minkowski distance. The Minkowski distance is a metric distance that can be considered as a
generalization of both Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance. The Minkowski distance is
the generalized 𝐿𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 of the difference between two vectors s and t. The distance is given
by:
𝑛

1
𝑝

𝑑𝑃 : (𝒔, 𝒕) → ‖𝒔 − 𝒕‖𝑝 = (∑|𝑠𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖 |𝑝 )
𝑖=1

•

Chebyshev Distance. The Chebyshev distance is the 𝐿∞ − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 of the difference between two
vectors s and t. The distance is given by:
𝑑∞ : (𝒔, 𝒕) → ‖𝒔 − 𝒕‖∞ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖 |

Regarding the symbolic/alphanumeric features, i.e. when the value of the features is text, some the
most common distances metrics are:
•

•

Hamming distance. The Hamming distance between two strings of equal length is the number of
positions at which the corresponding symbols are different. In other words, the Hamming
distance measures the number of digits that one string differs from the other. As a result, a high
value of the Hamming distance indicates a high difference between the two stings.
Levenshtein distance. Levenshtein distance [55] is another string metric for measuring the
similarity between two strings. In other words, the Levenshtein distance between two strings is
the number of single-character edits (insertions, deletions or substitutions) required to
transform one word into the other. The greater the Levenshtein distance, the more different the
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strings are. Mathematically, the Levenshtein distance between two strings s, t (of length |𝑠|and
|𝑡| respectively) is given by 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑠,𝑡 (|𝑠|, |𝑡|) where
max(𝑖, 𝑗)

𝑖𝑓 min(𝑖, 𝑗) = 0
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑠,𝑡 (𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) + 1
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑠,𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗) =
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑠,𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) + 1
𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
(𝑖
𝑙𝑒𝑣
−
1,
𝑗
−
1)
+
1
𝑠,𝑡
𝑠𝑖 ≠𝑡𝑗
{
Where 1𝑠𝑖≠𝑡𝑗 is the indicator function equal to 0 when 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑡𝑗 and equal to 1 otherwise, and
𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑠,𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗) is the distance between the first 𝑖 characters of s and the first 𝑗 characters of t.
•

Jaro distance. Jaro distance [56] is another string metric for measuring similarity between two
strings. The Jaro similarity 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑗 of two strings 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 is given by
0
1
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚−𝑡
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑗 = { (
+
+
)
3 |𝑠1 | |𝑠2 |
𝑚
Where |𝑠1 | and |𝑠2 | are the length of strings 𝑠1 and 𝑠2, respectively, m is the number of
matching characters and t is half the number of transpositions. In Jaro distance, two characters
from strings 𝑠1 and 𝑠2 are considered matching only if they are the same and no farther than
⌊

max(|𝑠1 |,|𝑠2 |)
⌋-1.
2

In contrast to the other distance metrics, the greater the Jaro distance of two

strings is, the more similar these strings are. In Jaro distance, the score is normalized such that 0
equates to no similarity and 1 is a perfect match.
4.1.3.2 k-NN with feature weighting
The weighted k-NN is a refinement of the k-NN technique where the contribution of each feature is
weighted based on its importance [57], [58]. The idea of weighting features when using the k-NN
technique is used to give more importance, in the classification process, to features that are more
relevant to the task. Consider that the features of the instances in the knowledge base are m, where
only a few of them are relevant for determining if two persons in the instances are the same and should
be fused. In the traditional k-NN algorithm, two instances that have the same or similar values in the
critical features, but totally different values for the rest of the features would have a high distance and
would be misclassified. As a result, in the k-NN algorithm the features that are not relevant for the
classification process can dominate the distance measure and play an important role in the decision
process. On the other hand, on the feature weighting k-NN algorithm, only the most critical features are
used for the decision process yielding more accurate results.
In the weighted k-NN algorithm, each feature has a specific scaling factor (weight) 𝑤𝑖 , which affects the
distance measure. For instance, the Euclidean distance of two vectors s and t is given by:
𝑛

‖𝒔 − 𝒕‖2 = √∑ 𝑤𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖 )2
𝑖=1
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Where 𝑤𝑖 is the weight of feature 𝑖. The importance of the features can be defined using the domain
knowledge of the LEAs.
The Person Fusion Tool will be based on the k-NN with feature weighting algorithm and k=1 in order to
calculate the distances of two person-instances in the knowledge graph and conclude whether these
persons refer to the same persons and, thus, need to be fused. The distance of a new instance to the
current instances is computed based on the weighted k-NN algorithm using k=1. Finding the closest
person to the current instance and the distance measure between these two persons can be used to
determine the certainty that these two persons need to be fused. One key aspect in the accuracy of the
output results is the values of the weights in the distance measure. The weights 𝑤𝑖 can be considered as
a hyper parameter for the algorithm and they can be learned using a cross-validation technique.
4.1.3.3 Cross validation techniques
The cross-validation techniques are a set of techniques that are used to estimate the accuracy of a
predictive model assuring that the results will be independent of the datasets [59]. Generally, the crossvalidation techniques separate the dataset into a training dataset and an unknown dataset. The training
dataset will be used for training the model, while the unknown dataset will be used to validate the
accuracy of the learned model. Depending on how the data is split into the training set and the unknown
data set the following techniques are commonly used:
•

N-fold cross-validation. In the N-fold cross-validation the data is split into N equal sized parts.
Then, the classifier will be trained on the N-1 parts, while the last part will be used for the
evaluation. This process will be repeated for all the N parts of the data set and the accuracy of
the model will be the average performance of each evaluation round. The most dominant
selection for the number of the splits is N=10.
evaluate

train
Part 1

Part 2

…

Part N

Figure 28: N-fold cross validation technique.

•

•

Leave one out cross-validation. The leave one out cross validation technique is a special case of
the N-fold cross validation where the fold is N=1. In the leave one out cross-validation the
algorithm is uses all the instances of the data set to train the model except only one which is
used for validation. This process is repeated for all the instances in the dataset.
Repeated random test-train splits. The repeated random test-train splits technique is another
variation of the N-fold cross validation, which creates random splits of the data in training and
validation sets. This process is repeated multiple times in order to evaluate the accuracy of the
model. However, in contrast to the N-fold cross validation, the repetitions of this technique may
include partitions of the same data in the training and the validation set between the different
repetitions.
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4.2

Graph Based Semantic Information Fusion

This module provides a high-level semantic information fusion tool based on graph data and algorithms.
The goal of this tool is to fuse any two pieces of semantic information that come from different data
sources. In particular, it can also help deduplicate the MAGNETO ontology and increase its quality level.
The result of the semantic fusion may be further used by other information processing tools
implemented in the MAGNETO platform.
4.2.1 Problem Definition
When run on data coming from multiple data sources, reasoning algorithms provide more accurate
results. However, different sources provide data with heterogeneous structure, coverage and precision,
which represents a challenge for any subsequent semantic processing step. In order to reduce the
redundancy of the final dataset, it is therefore important to identify and fuse the pieces of information
that refer to the same concept instances - we focus on events and trajectories.
The semantic information fusion tool introduced in this section is based on graph data and algorithms. It
relies on the use of bipartite graphs, more specifically a subset of the conceptual graphs ([62], [63]) to
represent semantic information and knowledge. It uses the taxonomy of the MAGNETO ontology
introduced in section 2.2 and the semantic processing tool introduced in section 3.3 to provide the
different concept instances (event and trajectory) to be analyzed and fused.
4.2.2 Internal Interface Design
The specification of the internal interface for the graph-based Semantic Information Fusion tool is
described in Table 11.
Interface number
Interface name

semanticInformationFusion

Module

Graph-based Semantic Information Fusion

Author

TRT

Type of interface

RESTful Webservice

Exposition

Private

Exposed Methods

•

•

informationSynthesis
o Description: Information synthesis enables one to collect and organize
information about a specific subject. Through information synthesis, all
the gathered information items are organized into a network. The
redundant part of the information items are detected and eliminated.
o In: domain ontology, similarity and fusion operators, list of events or
trajectories to be aggregated.
o Out: information network
informationQuery
o Description: All the instances of information corresponding to a
specified pattern/query may be found within a network of information,
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o
o

through the information query function.
In: domain ontology, similarity and fusion operators, information
network, query.
Out: list of information items matching the query.

Interacted Modules
Further remarks

The graph-based Semantic Information Fusion component requires to be
parameterized for the MAGNETO context and use cases. To do so, the following
elements have to be provided:
•
•

The MAGNETO ontology built for the domain application specific to the
MAGNETO project;
Domain dependent similarity and fusion operators. In order to manage the
small discrepancies that may appear in the input data (spelling mistakes,
different precisions of a place geolocation, etc.), similarity and fusion
operators help to detect sufficiently similar information and decide how to
process and fuse them.

Table 11: Graph-based semantic information fusion tool internal interface

The architecture of the graph-based Semantic Information Fusion tool is described in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Semantic information fusion architecture

4.2.3 Approach and Configuration
Semantic Information Fusion
The generic semantic information fusion algorithm relies on the use of graph isomorphism algorithms
and specialization/generalization relations defined on conceptual types, concepts and graphs [64]. These
algorithms ensure the structural compatibility between the observations to fuse and build the final
graph structure of the fused result. Moreover, it also uses different fusion strategies, parameterized by
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similarity and compatibility functions that can be instantiated differently, depending on the context and
scenario in which it is used.
The semantic information fusion algorithm enables two different operations on conceptual graphs: the
information synthesis and the information query, as presented in Figure 30.

Figure 30: Semantic information fusion functions: Synthesis and Query

4.2.3.1 Information Synthesis
Information synthesis enables one to collect and organize information about a specific subject, event or
trajectory. Through information synthesis, all the gathered information items are organized into a
network. The redundant parts of the information items are detected and eliminated.
LEAs or other involved stakeholders and end-users may want to collect all information available (crime
events such as killing, robbery, assault, riot, burglary, fraud, theft, trajectories took by suspects or
vehicles, etc.) related to the cases they are interested in.
Functionality
All the information items related to the same use case function are processed through the information
fusion module, so as to provide the end-users with a synthetic and non-redundant semantic network of
crime-related events and their contexts.
The information items are fused by giving the most precise description that contains all the elements of
the initial set of information items, but eliminating redundancy. The type of an item depicted in the
network is the most generic common subtype of all the initial items, and the semantic network resulted
after incorporation (through fusion) of the new information items contains all the information contained
in the initial items.
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Whenever a piece of information is redundant from one information source to another, the fusion
function eliminates this redundancy.
Service parameterization
In order to be adapted to the specificity of each use case, the information synthesis service has to be
parameterized with domain and application dependent data. This parameterization is achieved thanks
to the MAGNETO ontology describing the domain specific to the LEAs’ use cases.
•

•

Hierarchy of entities file
The hierarchy of the entities describing the domain specific to the LEAs’ use cases is extracted
from the taxonomy of the MAGNETO ontology introduced in section 2.2 and is provided as an
input configuration file.
Similarity and fusion operators
In order to manage the small discrepancies that may appear in the input data (spelling mistakes,
different precisions of a place geolocation, etc.), we provide the information synthesis service
with similarity and fusion operators. These operators help detect sufficiently similar information
and decide how to process and fuse them. The similarity and fusion operators used for the
different concept types are provided as an input configuration file.

4.2.3.2 Information Query
All the instances of information corresponding to a specified graph pattern may be found within a
network of information, through the information query function.
LEAs or other involved stakeholders and end-users may want to explore all the event or trajectory
instances of a specific type that are present in their data bases.
Functionality
Among the large amount of information stored in the information network, end-users may want to
query specific content. For example, one may want to search for all the locations concerned by a certain
type of crime event, e.g., killing, robbery.
The end-user of the information query service will formulate a query by giving a template graph that
specifies the structure of the information they are looking for. The service then returns all the subparts
of the network that correspond to the query.
Service parameterization
In order to be adapted to the specificity of each use case, the information query service has to be
parameterized with domain and application dependent data. This parameterization is achieved thanks
to the MAGNETO ontology describing the domain specific to the LEAs’ use cases.
•

Hierarchy of entities file
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•

The hierarchy of the entities describing the domain specific to the LEAs’ use cases is extracted
from the taxonomy of the MAGNETO ontology introduced in section 2.2 and is provided as an
input configuration file.
Similarity and fusion operators
The information query service will rely on the same subgraph matching algorithm as the
information synthesis service. Therefore, the same similarity and fusion operators have to be
provided as an input configuration file.

4.2.4 Event Fusion
The definition of an event in the MAGNETO context can be very diverse, as are the use cases that are
modeled by the MAGNETO ontology. It is represented by the Event concept that can be of many types,
such as Crime, Incident, Killing, Robbery, Assault, Riot, Burglary, Fraud, Theft, etc. We use the Person
concept to model the suspects involved, the Time and the Space concepts to represent the moment and
the place where the event took place.
Similarity functions are defined to compare the concept instances involved in the definition of an event,
such as the ones mentioned above. Furthermore, if it is decided that two concept instances are to be
fused, the fusion is done following the defined fusion operators.
4.2.5 Trajectory Fusion
As already introduced in section 3.3.3.3, a trajectory is defined as a time-ordered sequence of
geographical positions. It captures the movement of an agent that corresponds to a moving object
whose position can change over time, represented in the MAGNETO ontology by concepts such as
Person or Vehicle. As presented in Figure 24, a Trajectory concept has at least two different Location
items representing the origin and the final destination of the movement and several optional
intermediate ones. A Location concept groups together a Place concept having geographic Coordinates
(latitude and longitude in the float format), and a Time concept defined as a TimePoint (in the datetime
format).
First, similarity functions are defined to compare the concept instances involved in the definition of a
trajectory, such as the ones mentioned above. Several possible fusion strategies can be defined in order
to fuse two trajectories. A necessary condition for two trajectories to be fused is for them to have the
same starting and ending points, defined by a place and time pair. Furthermore, more constraints can be
added that refer to the intermediate positions, defined as place and time pairs. Finally, if it is decided
that two trajectory instances are to be fused, the fusion is done following the defined fusion operators.

4.3

Machine Learning Based Event Information Fusion

4.3.1 Overview
Considering the proposal of MAGNETO [65], “MAGNETO will develop semantic information fusion tools
to enable the composition of properly combined, highly useful and suitably contextualized information,
effectively integrating the multiple available sources in a synergistic way.”
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“This task encompasses the ontology employed in T4.1, providing graph structures and operations on
the graphs to support high-level (semantic) information fusion, taking advantage of the deeper semantic
description of the information elements to be fused. The corpora of fused information will be described
by semantics and will be usable in the other information processing and exploitation methods of this WP
and in WP5.”
Data fusion [66] is the integration of multiple information and knowledge about the same object in
order to obtain a more accurate description. The goal of data fusion is to improve data quality of that
object, which can be achieved if the information is stored separately obtaining synergy. Synergy can be
defined as: the representation of a whole is better than the representation of the individual
components. Data fusion should have the following results:
•
•
•
•

Gain in representation: the data obtained after the fusion process should contain better abstract
level or granularity than the same data presented separately;
Gain in certainty: considering U0 a set of data to fuse and p(U0) the data probability before
fusion, then p(U0 ) > p(U) ;
Gain in accuracy: data is more accurate after the fusion process and noise and errors are less
than the individual representation;
Gain in completeness: the data represented by fusion is complete or less redundant and greater
accuracy is observed [66].

The whole process of data processing in MAGNETO, emphasizing the data fusion is presented in the
figure below, where there are five main steps of processing.
•
•

•
•
•

Data acquisition is the process of collecting primary data.
Data preprocessing is very important as it is the first step in making the input information
understandable by the computer. It is different for each source of data. For text, data
preprocessing is based on Natural Language Processing elements. For biometric, data
preprocessing is based on filtering, normalization. For streams of data, preprocessing is based
on specific convolution transforms.
Feature extraction is converting a set of input information into a set of numerical features. This
again applies differently for text, image or streams.
Feature representations. MAGNETO’s approach will rely on the use of bipartite graphs, more
specifically a subset of the conceptual graphs to represent semantic information and knowledge.
Semantic fusion and classification. Semantic information fusion typically covers two phases: (i)
building the knowledge and (ii) pattern matching (classification). The first phase (typically
offline) incorporates the most appropriate knowledge into semantic information. Then, the
second phase (typically online or in real-time) fuses relevant attributes and provides a semantic
interpretation of the input data. In MAGNETO, the fusion will be based on Feature Level Fusion
mechanisms. Classification will be based on “Decision Trees” and “Random Forests” concepts.

We are presenting in the next paragraphs, the main concepts used, and how they are integrated in the
whole MAGNETO system.
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4.3.2 Text Preprocessing
A NLP (Natural Language Processing) system does not understand string values. They need numerical
input to build models, sometimes they are also called numerical features. Feature extraction in NLP is
converting a set of text information into a set of numerical features. Any machine learning algorithm
that you are going to train would need features in numerical vector forms as it does not understand the
string. There are many ways text can be represented as numerical vectors. Some such ways are One hot
encoding, TF-IDF, Word2Vec, and CountVectorizer [67].
In MAGNETO, text preprocessing will be performed in Java modules, developed as part of the project,
and which will implement the algorithms mentioned before. The usage of a specific algorithm will
depend on the nature of the text processing. The preprocessing is fully based on the results of Task 4.1
“Semantic Information Processing”, which “will advance the state of the art in semantic technologies,
which provide a computable framework for systems to deal with knowledge, in a formalized manner. In
the paradigm of semantic technologies, the metadata that represent data objects are expressed in a
manner in which their deeper meaning and interrelations with other concepts are made explicit, by
means of an ontology. This approach provides the underlying computing systems with the capability not
only to extract the values associated with the data but also to relate pieces of data one to another,
based on the details of their inner relationships” [65].
4.3.3 Data Fusion
Considering the complexity of data, the way it is represented, and the results of Task 4.1, our proposed
approach is to use “Feature Level Fusion”. The features are numerical values, normalized, and obtained
from heterogeneous sources. They include text expressed in natural language, biometric data, or data
streams registered online. The fusion will follow a machine learning process, used to train a decision
tree or a random forest.
Feature level fusion [66] consolidates information from two feature sets, extracted from the same
individual, 1.
X: x1; x2; : : : ; xm
Y: y1; y2; : : : ; ym
Feature level fusion has to deal with large dimensionality and variance of feature sets, especially when
different traits are used. In order to reach common ground and create a concatenated feature vector,
algorithms like: normalization, transformation or reduction are used. Feature level creates correlations
between features extracted with different algorithms, managing to create a set of most important
features which improves recognition accuracy. Sometimes feature level fusion needs a lot of training
data to work, that's why the amount of training data needed might be a metric of system performance.
If the feature sets come from the same biometric trait, they can be used for template update or
improvement.
In MAGNETO, after preprocessing, feature extraction will be performed, considering also the results of
T4.1. The features will be expressed for all types of data in normalized numerical values (in the interval
[0,1]). The features will have weights associated.
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4.3.4 Data Classification
Data classification is one of the very common use cases of MAGNETO. Data classification can be used for
use cases such as detection of a specific behavior, and sentiment analysis. This process is typically a
classification problem wherein we are trying to identify a specific topic from a natural language source
of a large volume of data. Within each of the data groups, we may have multiple topics discussed and
hence it is important to classify the article or the textual information into logical groups. Text
classification techniques help us to do that.
We will divide the data classification process in three parts:
•
•
•

model training
model verification,
prediction

We will use the Clustering algorithms, Decision Trees and Random Forests algorithms for model training
and prediction.
4.3.4.1 K-Means Clustering
K-means Clustering [67] is one of the most popular unsupervised algorithms for data clustering, which is
used when we have unlabeled data without defined categories or groups. The number of clusters is
represented by the k variable. This is an iterative algorithm that assigns the data points to a specific
cluster based on the distance from the arbitrary cluster centroid. During the first iteration, the centroids
are randomly defined and the data points are assigned to the cluster based on the least distance from
the centroid. Once the data points are allocated, within the subsequent iterations, the centroids are
realigned to the mean of the data points and the data points are once again added to the clusters based
on the least vicinity from the centroids. These steps are iterated to the point where the centroids do not
change more than the set threshold.
In MAGNETO k-means clustering will be used to identify groups of information, when the number of
groups is previously known. This is usually used when some expected behavior is studied.
4.3.4.2 Decision Trees
Classification and Regression Trees or CART for short is a term introduced by Leo Breiman [68] to refer
to Decision Tree [67] algorithms that can be used for classification or regression predictive modeling
problems. Classically, this algorithm is referred to as “decision trees”, but on some platforms like R they
are referred to by the more modern term CART. The CART algorithm provides a foundation for
important algorithms like bagged decision trees, random forest and boosted decision trees.
In MAGNETO, decision trees are used to identify when a user is expected to be categorized in a specific
group of behavior.
CART Model Representation [69], [70]
The representation for the CART model is a binary tree. This is your binary tree from algorithms and data
structures, nothing too fancy. Each root node represents a single input variable (x) and a split point on
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that variable (assuming the variable is numeric). The leaf nodes of the tree contain an output variable (y)
which is used to make a prediction.
Given a dataset with two inputs (x) of height in centimeters and weight in kilograms the output of sex
as male or female, below is a crude example of a binary decision tree (completely fictitious for
demonstration purposes only). With the binary tree representation of the CART model described above,
making predictions is relatively straightforward. Given a new input, the tree is traversed by evaluating
the specific input started at the root node of the tree.
A learned binary tree is actually a partitioning of the input space. You can think of each input variable as
a dimension on a p-dimensional space. The decision tree split this up into rectangles (when p=2 input
variables) or some kind of hyper-rectangles with more inputs.
New data is filtered through the tree and lands in one of the rectangles and the output value for that
rectangle is the prediction made by the model. This gives you some feeling for the type of decisions that
a CART model is capable of making, e.g. boxy decision boundaries.
Learn a CART Model From Data [70]
Creating a CART model involves selecting input variables and split points on those variables until a
suitable tree is constructed. The selection of which input variable to use and the specific split or cutpoint is chosen using a greedy algorithm to minimize a cost function. Tree construction ends using a
predefined stopping criterion, such as a minimum number of training instances assigned to each leaf
node of the tree.
Greedy Splitting [70]
Creating a binary decision tree is actually a process of dividing up the input space. A greedy approach is
used to divide the space called recursive binary splitting.
This is a numerical procedure where all the values are lined up and different split points are tried and
tested using a cost function. The split with the best cost (lowest cost because we minimize cost) is
selected. All input variables and all possible split points are evaluated and chosen in a greedy manner
(e.g. the very best split point is chosen each time).
For regression predictive modeling problems the cost function that is minimized to choose split points is
the sum squared error across all training samples that fall within the rectangle:
∑(𝑦 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)2
Where y is the output for the training sample and prediction is the predicted output for the rectangle.
For classification the Gini index function is used which provides an indication of how “pure” the leaf
nodes are (how mixed the training data assigned to each node is).
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𝐺 = ∑(𝑝𝑘 ∗ (1 − 𝑝𝑘 ))
Where G is the Gini index over all classes, 𝑝𝑘 are the proportion of training instances with class k in the
rectangle of interest. A node that has all classes of the same type (perfect class purity) will have G=0,
where as a G that has a 50-50 split of classes for a binary classification problem (worst purity) will have a
G=0.5.
For a binary classification problem, this can be re-written as:
𝐺 = 2 ∗ 𝑝1 ∗ 𝑝2
or
𝐺 = 1 − (𝑝12 + 𝑝22 )
The Gini index calculation for each node is weighted by the total number of instances in the parent
node. The Gini score for a chosen split point in a binary classification problem is therefore calculated as
follows:
𝑛𝑔1
𝑛𝑔2
2
2
2
2
𝐺 = ((1 − (𝑔1,1
+ 𝑔1,2
)) + ((1 − (𝑔2,1
+ 𝑔2,2
))
)) ∗ (
)) ∗ (
𝑛
𝑛
where:
𝐺 is the Gini index for the split point,
𝑔1,1 is the proportion of instances in group 1 for class 1,
𝑔1,2 for class 2,
𝑔2,1 for group 2 and class 1,
𝑔2,2 group 2 class 2,
𝑛𝑔1 and 𝑛𝑔2 are the total number of instances in group 1 and 2 and
𝑛 is the total number of instances we are trying to group from the parent node.
Stopping Criterion [70]
The recursive binary splitting procedure described above needs to know when to stop splitting as it
works its way down the tree with the training data.
The most common stopping procedure is to use a minimum count on the number of training instances
assigned to each leaf node. If the count is less than some minimum then the split is not accepted and
the node is taken as a final leaf node.
The count of training members is tuned to the dataset, e.g. 5 or 10. It defines how specific to the
training data the tree will be. Too specific (e.g. a count of 1) and the tree will overfit the training data
and likely have poor performance on the test set.
Pruning The Tree [70]
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The stopping criterion is important as it strongly influences the performance of your tree. You can
use pruning after learning your tree to further lift performance.
The complexity of a decision tree is defined as the number of splits in the tree. Simpler trees are
preferred. They are easy to understand (you can print them out and show them to subject matter
experts), and they are less likely to overfit your data.
The fastest and simplest pruning method is to work through each leaf node in the tree and evaluate the
effect of removing it using a hold-out test set. Leaf nodes are removed only if it results in a drop in the
overall cost function on the entire test set. You stop removing nodes when no further improvements can
be made.
More sophisticated pruning methods can be used such as cost complexity pruning (also called weakest
link pruning) where a learning parameter (alpha) is used to weigh whether nodes can be removed based
on the size of the sub-tree [68], [69].
4.3.4.3 Random Forests
Random Forest [67] is the class of algorithms that comes under the supervised learning algorithm
category. It is based on forests of trees, which is similar to decision trees in certain contexts. Random
Forest algorithms can be used for both classification and regression problems. A decision tree gives the
set of rules that are used in building models, which can be executed against a test dataset for the
prediction. In decision trees, we first calculate the root node. To calculate the root node, we use
information gain. For example, if you want to predict whether your friend will accept a job offer or not,
you need to feed the training dataset of the offers they have accepted to the decision tree. Based on
this, the decision tree will come up with a set of rules that you will be using in the prediction. For
example, a rule can be: if salary > 50K, then your friend will accept the offer. A decision tree algorithm
can easily overfit as it is very flexible. To avoid this model overfitting in a decision tree, we can perform
the pruning. The following is the pseudocode for the Random Forest algorithm:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Randomly select k features from total m features. Where k << m.
Among the k features, calculate the node, d, using the best split point.
Split the node into daughter nodes using the best split.
Repeat steps 1 to 3 until l number of nodes has been reached.
Build the forest by repeating steps 1 to 4 for n number times to create n number of trees.

Once we have trained the model using the previous steps, for prediction we need to pass the test
features through all rules created by the different trees in the forest. If we want to understand by
example, suppose you want to purchase a mobile phone and you have decided to ask your friends which
phone is best for you. In this case, your friends might ask you some random question about the features
you like and suggest a suitable phone. Here, each friend is the tree, and with the combination of all the
friends, we form the forest.
Once you collect the suggestions from your friends (trees, in terms of the Random Forest algorithm),
you will count which type of phone has the most votes, and you might purchase that one. Similarly, in
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Random Forest, each tree will predict a different target variable that we will sum with respect to that
key. The key with the highest count, predicted by the maximum number of trees, is the final
In MAGNETO, decision trees are used to identify when a user is expected to be categorized in a specific
group of behavior, when the complexity of data is much bigger that in the situation decision trees are
used.
4.3.5 Development Approach
Modules will be developed in Java 8 [72], are platform independent, and are the main mechanism used
to derive meaning from input data.
For machine learning processing we are using the well-known SPARK MLlib [71] Java library. From SPARK
MLlib, the following algorithm implementations will be used:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feature transformations: standardization, normalization, hashing
ML Pipeline construction
Model evaluation and hyper-parameter tuning
ML persistence: saving and loading models and Pipelines
Decision trees, random forests, and gradient-boosted trees
Recommendation: alternating least squares (ALS)
Clustering: K-means,
Frequent item sets, association rules, and sequential pattern mining

The extended software development architecture is presented in Figure 32. The tools proposed for data
fusion and classification are introduced and we also show how they interoperate with other connected
modules, such as the data collection (related to WP3), the semantic understanding dashboards (WP5)
and the continuous integration (WP6).
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Figure 32: Software components, development environment

4.3.6 Conclusion
Combining biometric data processing and NLP with an ontological worldview, we are deriving meaning
from biometric data, streamed input and the text based assets at the internet scale and evolve to a
know-everything system that can complement the human ability to comprehend vast amounts of
knowledge, and use it at the right time with the best possible actions based on the context.
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5. Summary and Conclusions
This document gives a detailed overview of techniques and solutions developed under the work package
WP4 “Advanced Semantic Reasoning”. It specifies the design of the semantic reasoning, processing and
fusion tools that will be later developed in order to explore the data stored in the MAGNETO ontology
and find criminal evidences to be used in court or security incident evolution trends. In particular, this
report introduces the design of the MAGNETO ontology built on information extracted from different
data sources available in work package 3. It then details the various semantic processing tools which will
be developed for the MAGNETO project.
There are several key considerations for the semantic tools within the MAGNETO project which are
critical and guide the results in this deliverable. The first consideration is the varied nature of forensic
information, which leads to defining the ontology as event based with modular concepts and supporting
taxonomies. This is done in Section 2. In order to elaborate on the ontology, logical reasoners will be
used on this ontology and are discussed in Section 3.2.
The next consideration is the uncertainty tied to the source information, which requires adapted tools
such as Markov Logic Networks described in Section 3.1.
A major consideration is the multiple possible instances of a given entity over the available diverse
information sources. This can be a person detected by various different sensors, or any information tied
to an event. This leads to fusion tools which will be critical in assisting the LEAs. Three major approaches
to this high level information fusion are introduced throughout Section 4. These cover various
approaches adapted to certain elements to be fused, such as people, trajectories or event information.
These modules will be developed as components of an advanced semantic reasoning toolbox of
services. They will be further tuned to achieve optimal performance when working on real data
gathered from LEAs and tested to answer the end users’ expectations.
This deliverable will serve as a solid foundation for the upcoming deliverables D4.2 and D4.3 “Discovery
Analytics and Threat Prediction Engine”, which will describe the preliminary and final release of the
technical tools introduced here.
The processing tools which are introduced in this deliverable will ultimately lead to producing court
proof evidence. This will be done through traceability requirements and result displays which are the
object of the Work Package 5.
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Appendix A
A.1

Security Advisory Board Review - CBRNE
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A.2

Security Advisory Board Review - ITTI
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